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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove the uniqueness of the Harada-Norton group F5. 
Our main result is the following: 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be afinite group containing two involutions a and 
z such that C,(a) 1: (2 . HA’) : 2 and C,(z) is of 2 v *. (A, wr2)-type. Then G 
is unique up to isomorphism. 
The definition of a group 2 + ’ + 8. (A 5 wr2)-type is given in (2.2.1). See also 
(2.3.1) and the notation in (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) for (2 .HS): 2. 
A group G satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem exists. Its 
existence is a consequence of the existence of the Monster, constructed by 
R. Griess in 151. 
We know of no published work proving the uniqueness of F5. Of course, 
many properties of F, were derived in Harada’s major work on F5 [7]. 
A group G satisfying the hypotheses of the main theorem will be said to 
be of F,-type. Let G be a group of F,-type and let a, z be involutions in 
G as in the Main Theorem. We consider the graph f defined as follows. Its 
vertex set is the conjugacy class a . G Two involutions x, y E aG form an edge 
iff xy~a~. We show that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem imply the 
uniqueness of r and that G = [Aut(T), Aut(T)] and hence G is unique. 
Our paper relies on some properties of (2 . HS): 2 (see (2.3)) and some 
properties of co(z), G, z as in the Main Theorem (but we do not assume, 
but rather derive, the isomorphism type of c&)). Otherwise our paper is 
independent of [7] and we prove all properties of G which we require. 
After some preliminary (and important) work in Section 2, we start in 
Section 3 to obtain properties of G and r (r as above). Perhaps the most 
important result of Section 3 is that C,(a) has 8 nontrivial orbits on aG as 
given in the following table: 
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Name ac CG((ay c>) Ic I Cc(a) 
2A, 
2B, 
3Aa 
4A, 
4B, 
5A, 
SE, 
hi, 
acEa’ 
acez’ 
lacl = 3 
(ac)’ E zG 
(ac)‘E a’ 
jacl = 5 
lacl = 5 
(ac)3 E a’ 
22xA, 
2Ys5 
S7 
2li6.5 
2 x L& 
U,(5) 
5c31 : 22 
2 x s, 
2200 
5775 
35,200 
277,200 
123,200 
1408 
354,816 
739,200 
The name of the orbit is given in the first column and the second column 
gives some properties of ac, where c is a representative of the corresponding 
orbit. Of course by the end of Section 3 we have already proved that the 
order of G is 214.36.56.7.11.19. 
In Section 4 we show that the isomorphism type of r is determined and 
Section 5 concludes the paper by showing that G = [Aut(T), Aut(T)] and 
hence the isomorphism type of G is determined. 
The reader will note the amazing similarity between the behaviour of Fs 
and that of the Monster as exposed in [6]. 
The author is grateful to M. Aschbacher for providing the proof for (2.4) 
and (2.5) below. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
(2.1) Notation. (1) Inv(H) denotes the set of involutions of the 
group H. 
(2) For a group H and elements g, h, . . . E H, H,, Hg,h . . . . denotes 
G(g), GKg, WY etc. 
(3) For ,a group H and elements g, h E H, g mH h denotes that g and 
h are conjugate elements of H. g + ,, h denotes the negation of g -H h. 
(4) A. B denotes a group with a normal subgroup isomorphic to A 
and quotient isomorphic to B; A : B and A. B denote such extensions 
which are respectively split and nonsplit. 
(5) For a group H, H%A.B, or H%(A : B).C, etc., means that H 
is an extension of the respective shape A. B, or (A : B) . C, etc. 
(6) For a primep, p”=Z,x ... xZ, (n times); 2”+b.Ax2”.(26.A). 
[p”] denotes a group of order p”, with unspecified isomorphism type; 
2”+Cb1.A~2g.([2*].A); finally 2!++“’ denotes an extraspecial group of 
order 2l+ 2n and of type + . 
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TABLE I 
l=a t = z, a2 l=b t=z, 
HI H 2=+6.s5 2=xA, 2=~2~.A~ 
(7) For a group H and a prime p, m,(H) denotes that p-rank of H; 
(HI, is the largest power of p dividing I HI. 
(8) We write maps and in particular group homomorphisms, on the 
right. For a group H and an element h E H, ih denotes the inner 
automorphism of H induced by h, i.e., xi, = h ~ ‘x/z. 
(2.2) DEFINITIONS. (1) A group H is of 2y 8. (A, wr2)-type, if 
H z 2 y 8. (A 5 wr 2) and H is 2-constrained. 
(2) A group G is of F,-type if there are involutions a, z E Inv(G) such 
that G, N (2 . HS) : 2 (where HS is the Higman-Sims Sporadic finite simple 
group) and Gz is of 2 ‘++ *.(A 5 wr2)-type. 
(2.3) SOME PROPERTIES OF (2 . HS) : 2. Lef H ‘v (2 . HS) : 2 and let 
(a) = Z(H). Then we have: 
(1) The isomorphism type of H is determined. 
(2) H has 5 classes of involutions with representatives a, z, az, b, and 
z, . Furthermore, Table I holds. 
(3) Let a, z, b, and z, be as in (2), then a, z, aze H’ while b, 
z, E H- H’. Set K= Hi. Then O,(K) N H, x Z, * 2y4, Z(O,(K)) = 
Z(K) 2: Z, x h,, and K/O,(K) N A,. 
(4) H contains a unique class of elements gE H such that g2 = a. 
Furthermore if g E H satisfies g2 = a, then A8 is not involved in C,(g). 
(5) IHI =2’1.32.53.7.11. Further, the centralizers of elements of 
odd prime order of H are given in Table II. 
(6) Let p E H with (pi = 5 and H, N h, x 2 .Ss, then H, contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 5). 
(7) Let ~EH with lpi=5 and H,=Z~XH~XD,~. rf T~syl,(H,) 
then T= (a, u) with u-“zl, z1 as in (2). 
TABLE II 
1x1 3 5 5 5 7 11 
H, h,x((2=xA5).2) 5’+‘:(Z2xQ8) iZ,xE,xD,, Z,x2.S, z,x2= ill, x H2 
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(8) H contains a unique conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic with 
MI,. Let M<H, with MI: M,,, and let PE M with (p( = 5. Then 
H,-Z,xZzxD,,. 
(9) Let CE Inv(H) with H, N 22 x A, and let p E H, with 1 pi = 5. Then 
H,2.Z+2S,. 
(10) We use the list of maximal subgroups of H’/(a) as given in [S]. 
Proof of (2.3). All the facts given in (2.3) are well known, see, e.g., 
C7, 81. 
(2.4) (M. Aschbacher). Let L % 2y8.(As x As) be a 2-constrained 
group. Set Q=O,(L), (z)=Z(Q), Q=Q/(z), E=L/(z), and L=L/Q. 
Then we have: 
(1) (a) Out(Q) = Ok. 
(b) Q splits into-two orbits under the action of Out(Q): 135 singular 
points and 120 nonsingular points. 
(c) If q E Q is a singular point then q E Q is an involution while tf 
q E Q is a nonsingular point then q E Q has order 4. 
(2) Up to conjugation in Out(Q) there are exactly two choices for 1: 
(a) L acts irreducible as a:(4) on 0, or, 
(b) & is the direct sum of two nondegenerate subspaces of 
dimension 4 and of type minus for L. 
(3) Case (2.a) and case (2.b) are distinguished by the fact that only in 
case (2.a) there exists q~ Q with CL(q) N A,. 
(4) (a) Assume that L satisfies (2.a) then 1 has 2 orbits on the 
singular points of & of size 75 and 60 and one orbits on the nonsingular 
points of Q. 
(b) There are three isomorphism types of groups L satisfying (2.a). 
If Li, i= 1, 2, 3, are three representatives then we have: There exists no 
involution t EL, with CL,(i) 1: 22 x A,. If t E L2 with C,,(i) N 22 x As then 
tQ contains an involution. There exists t,, t2 E L3 with C,,(c) N 22 x A,, 
j= 1, 2, such that tlQ contains an involution and tzQ does not contain an 
involution. 
Proof: (l), (2), (3), and (4.a) are well known and we will prove only 
(4.b). So assume that L satisfies (2.a). Note that by (2) the isomorphism 
type of J? is uniquely determined. Let i be the universal covering group of 
z. Set I?= L/O(f) @(O,(Z(t))). Note that Z(g) is an elementary abelian 
2-group. There exists a surjective homomorphism 72: R+ L. Let & be the 
preimage of Q in g and define A = (x2 1 x E & and (x2) (z ) is singular 
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in Q). Set K= k/A. Note that by (l.c), 72 induces a surjection n: K-, L. 
Let P = O,(K), so that Pn = Q. Let y E P such that ( yz)(z) is nonsingular 
in Q. Then y has order 4. Let 8 = y2, so that 0x = z. By (4.a) 6’= u’, for 
each u of order 4 in P. Thus 
Next we claim 
(e) = Q(P). (*I 
(i) P= Ex [P, K], for some complement E to (0) in (**I 
Z(K) and [P, K] N Q. 
(ii) K/[P, K] = K,/[P, K] x K,/[P, K] with 
KJ[P, K] N SL,(S). 
Indeed by exercise (6.4) of [ 1 ] applied to elements of order 3 in the com- 
ponents of L we get that H’(E, Q) =O. Thus by (17.12) of [l], (i) holds. 
Then as K/[P, K] is an image of the covering group of & K/[P, K] is an 
image of SL,(5) x SL,(5). Finally the libre product of SL,(5) x SL,(5) with 
L is an image of K, so (ii) holds. In particular we get that 
Z(K) N 23. (***I 
Let Ei, i = 1,2, 3, be the three distinct 2-dimensional subspaces of Z(K) 
containing 8. Since K/[ P, K] - Z(K/[P, K] ) contains no involutions, it is 
easily verified that there exists a unique involution aj~ Ei- {O}, i = 1,2, 3, 
such that a, = g2 for some g E K. Evidently ~1, . a2 = u3. Furthermore we 
may assume that ai = gf for some giG Ki, i= 1,2. And a3 = g, for some 
“diagonal” element in K, K2. Let 4, j = 1, 2, 3, 4, be the four distinct 
complements of (0) in Z(K). Then we may assume that g2 = (a,, a,), 
&i n g2 = (u3), g3 n g2 = (a,), and &, n g2 = (u2). Set Lj = K/4, 
j= 1,2, 3,4. Then L1, L2, and L3 satisfy the assertions of (4.b). Further- 
more we can show that there exists 0 E Aut(K), interchanging $ and &, and 
hence L3 2: L4. Since this fact is not required by this paper we omit the 
details. This completes the proof of (2.4). 
(2.5) (M.Aschbacher). _Let C be u-group of 2y8.(Aswr2)-type. Set 
~s;u~$C& (z>=Z(Q), Q=Q/<z>, C=ClCz>, c=ClQ, and L=C’. 
(1) L N L,, where L1 is us in (2.4.4.b). 
(2) There exists t E Inv(C) - L. 
(3) If t E TE Syl,(C), then [t, Co(Tn L)] # 1. 
Then the isomorphism type of C is determined. 
Proof: We start with the proof of (a). There are exactly two choices for 
C N O:(4) in ZVoUt(o) (I) and they are distinguished by the fact that only 
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in one of them there exists an element ge C such that 2 is an involution 
and [g, CdTnL)] # 1. 
Let G$ be another group satisfying the hypotheses of (2.5). Set 9 = O,(W), 
(c)=2(62), 4=9/([), @=%?j([>, @=%‘/9, and Y=V’. Let u:L-tz 
be an isomorphism. Then cli,c~-l E Aut(9’) and if ai,a-’ E F E Syl,(V), 
then [cti,a-‘, Cg(.F n Y)] # 1. Since V satisfies the hypotheses of (2.5), 
the first paragraph of the proof implies that @ N (tli,c~- ‘, 9). Let T E 99 
such that T acts on 2 as cG,c( ~ ’ does. Set p = ai,cI - 'T ~ ‘. Then j E Aut( 9’) 
and [6p, j?] < (i). As 9’ = 2, the three subgroup lemmas easily imply 
that p= 1. 
Next if GE@?- 2 is an involution, then Co(V) N 24, and hence the 
number of involutions in @ - 9 is smaller or equal to the number of 
involutions in 50 times the number of involutions in G?- 8. So an easy 
counting argument shows that there is only one class of involutions in 
4 - 8. Since % splits over Y we conclude that T is an involution. Hence 
the map y: C--t %? defined by y(g) = a(g) and y( gt) = a( g)z, for g E L, is an 
isomorphism and the proof of (2.5) is complete. 
(2.6) Let C be a group 0f2!++~.(A 5 wr 2)-type and assume C’ satisfies 
(2.4.2.a). Set (z) = Z(C), Q = O,(C). Then we have: 
(1) C contains two conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 3 with 
representatives (a,) and (02) such that C,=(tYI) N Z, x A, and C&O,) N 
(Z, x Z,) : 2. We have C,(o,) = (z) and C,(a,) z 2y4. 
(2) C contains three conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 5 with 
representatives (pl), (p2), and (p3) such that C&p,) =H,x A,, 
Cc(P2) =GxG, and C,=+(p3) N (Z, xB,) : 2. We have C,(pl)= 
I +4 Cpb3) = (z> and C&4 = 2- . 
Proof. (1) and (2) are well known see, e.g., [7, p. 1451. 
(2.7) Let H be agroup with H!E~~xA* andset Z(H)=(I,a,b,ab}. 
Identify H’ with A8 acting on a = (1, 2, . . . . 8). Let Ki< H, i= 1,2, 3,4, be 
four subgroups atisfying the following properties: 
(1) Ki2:ZZxS5for i=l,2. 
(2) K,‘=KinH’-.A, for i=l,2, K,nZ(H)=(a), and K,n 
Z(H) = (b). 
(3) K; has an orbit of length 6 on 0, for i= 1,2. 
(4) KiEZ,xSg,for i=3,4. 
Then there exists an involution t E Inv( K, n K,), 1 < i # j < 4. 
Proof: Let Qi be an orbit of length 6 of Ki on 52, i = 1,2. Denote 
Q1,2 =sZ1 nS2,. Assume first that JQ,,,( = 6. Then Q2, =Q, and hence 
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IK, n K,I 2 lKl,l . IK;l/lA61 = IA51 l,451/lA61 = 3600/360 = 10. But the 
largest order of a subgroup of odd order in A, is 9. Hence IK; n K;I is even 
and we are done. 
Assume next that 152,,,1=5. Set {i)=sZ,-Q,,, and (j} =R,-Q,,,. 
Let H, be the stabilizer of i in K; and H2 the stabilizer of j in K;. Then 
H, z H2 z D ,0 and H, , Hz are contained in a subgroup of H’ isomorphic 
to A,. Note that if IH, n H,I 25, then HI = H,. As H, n Hz# 1, we get 
that there exists an involution in H, n H2 and we are done. 
Next assume that lO,,,l =4. We may assume without loss that 
Q1,2 = { 1, 2, 3, 4}, Szi = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and Q, = { 1, 2, 3,4, 7, S}. We 
may further assume that (12)(34) E K; . Hence our assumptions imply that 
(13)(24)(56)(78) ab, (14)(23)(56)(78) ab E K,. Similarly we have that 
(ij)(kl) E K; where {i, j, k, I} = (1, 2, 3,4} and hence (ik)(jZ)(56)(78) ab, 
(iZ)(jk)(56)(78) abE K2. Thus the assertion of (2.7) holds in this case too 
and we conclude that Inv(K, n K,) # a. By now it should be clear that 
Inv(K,nK,)#@, for all 1 <i#j64. 
(2.8) Let H be a finite group and let t E Inv(H) such that the following 
holds: 
(1) ifS~Syl,(H,), then Q,(Z(S))= (t), and ISJ >2. 
(2) H,= (H,n t”). 
(3) If1 #N-H,, then tEN. 
Then H is simple. 
Proof: Assume the contrary and let 1 #Ma H with M# H and JMI 
maximal. Assume first that N = Mn H, # 1. Then by (3), t E M and hence 
by (2), H, < M. But by (l), for SE Syl,(H,), NH(S) i H,. Thus SE Syl,(H). 
It follows that H = N,(S)M< H,M6 M, a contradiction. Assume next 
that Mn H, = 1. Then IMI is odd, M is abelian, and t inverts M. Thus 
H=H,M, and M(t)aH. By the maximality of M, H=M(t), a 
contradiction. 
(2.9) Denote by Gm-n,p the group defined by the following generators and 
relators: 
G m,n,p = (R,, RZ, R, I R: = R; = R; = (R, R,)” 
=(R,R3)n=(R3R,)2=(R,RzR~)P=1). 
Then G5,5,5 N L,( 11). 
ProoJ See [2, p. 1201. 
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FIGURE I 
(2.10) Notation. (1) G, G* will denote groups of F,-type. Whenever 
we use * as a superscript it means that we are dealing with the group G*. 
(2) 2A denotes a fixed class of involutions a”c Inv(G), such that 
G, N (2. HS) : 2. 2B denotes a fixed class of involutions zG c Inv(G), such 
that G, is of,2 !++ ‘. (A 5 wr2)-type. 
(3) Let ZE Inv(G), with ZE 2B. We set Q = O,(G,); Qz = Q/(z); 
G, = G,/Q. For qE: Q;, 4 denotes the image of q in Qz. For gE GZ, g 
denotes the image of g in G,. 
(2.11) DEFINITION. We define the graph l? the vertex set of r is 2A 
and two involutions a, b E 2A are on an edge iff ab E 2A. The graph f * is 
defined correspondingly for G*. 
(2.12) How to Interpret the Figures in the Paper. (1) Involutions in 
the class 2A are denoted by 9 while involutions in the class 2B are denoted 
by 0. 
(2) f. means that t, u E Inv(G) and [t, u] = 1. ‘“” means 
that t, U, u E Inv(G) and tu = U. Thus, for example, g ---k---i means that 
a, bE 2A and ab = z E 2B. Of course we might write these vertically or 
diagonally thus, for example, see Fig. 1 where the graphs all mean that 
a, b,cE2A and ab=c. 
(3) Consider Fig. 2. It means that a, b E 2A, z E 2B, (a, b, z) N 23, 
and ab, az, bz, abz E 2A. 
(4) Consider Fig. 3. It means that a, c E 2A, b, t E G,. n 2A, 
(b, t, c) N (b, t, a) N 23, ab, bee 2A, and at, abt, bt, bet, ct EBB. Note that 
the isomorphism type of (a, c ) is unspecified. 
b bz 2 
a 
w 
ab az 
a 
FIGURE 2 
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a 
FIGURE 3 
3. PROPERTIES OF G AND r 
Before we start the discussion in Section 3, we draw the attention of the 
reader to (2.10) and (2.11). 
(3.1) (1) Let z~2B. Then lGl/lG,l is odd. 
(2) Let aE 2A. Then we have: 
(a) We can choose representatives a, z, az for the classes of 
involutions in Gh such that G,, 2: 22+6.S5, ZE 2B, azE2A (see Fig. 4). 
Furthermore, a E QZ and O,(G,,) = QZ n G,. 
(b) Zf z E Inv(G,) n 2B with az E 2A, then z E Gh. 
Proof: Let z~2B and let S~syl~(G,). Then (z) = Z(S) and thus 
N,(S) < G,. In particular, SE Syl,(G) and (1) holds. 
To prove (2.a), choose representatives a, z, az for the classes of 
involutions in Gb, such that G,, N 22+6.S5 (see (2.3.2) and (2.3.3)). Let 
TE Syl,(G,,) and Tg SE Syl,(G). Then TE Syl,(G,) and Z(S) < C,(T) < 
G,. Hence Z(S) < Z(T) = (a, z). Hence we can interchange z and 
Z 
az 
f a 
FIGURE 4 
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az if necessary to get z EBB. Now clearly a E O,(G,,) < QZ and thus 
az E uQz E 2A. This proves the first part of (2.a). Since the second part of 
(2.a) if obvious, (2.a) is proved. 
Finally (2.b) follows from (2.3.2), since by (2.3.2), for every t E G,-Gh, 
t- G, at. 
(3.2) There exists no elementary abelian subgroup E 6 G such that 
1 El = 8, and Inv( E) E 2A. 
Proof Assume the contrary. Then E satisfies Fig. 5 with E = (a, b, c). 
But by (3.1), 6, c, bc E G, - CL, a contradiction. 
(3.3) Let a E 2A. Then we have: 
(1) Let M<G, with M1: M,,. Then Inv(M)z2A. 
(2) Let K< G, with K ‘v A,. Identifv K with A, acting on Q= 
{ LZ . . . . 8). Let t, z E Inv(K) such that t has the shape 22 .l 4 and z has the 
shape 24. Then t E 2A and z E 2B. 
Proof To prove (1 ), note that M < G:, and since M contains a single 
class of involutions, (3.1) implies that either Inv( M) E 2A or Inv(M) E 2B. 
Assume that Inv(M) c 2B. Then by (3.1), for every t E Inv(M), ta E 2A. 
Fix z~Inv(M). Then MZ = GL,(3). Furthermore if t ~1nv(M,), then 
ta, za, tza E 2A. Thus by (3.1.2.a), a, ta E QZ and hence t E QZ. Thus 
(Inv(MZ)) < O,(GJ, a contradiction. 
To prove (2) assume tE 2B. Then as in the previous part of the proof we 
get that if t, E tK, with tt, E tK, then t, E Q,. Now it is easily verified that we 
can find t,, t, E tK such that tt,, tt, E tK and It, t,( = 3, a contradiction. As 
m2(K) 2 3, (3.2) implies that K n 2B # 0, and (2) is proved. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let a E 2A. Then there exists 6, u E Inv(G,) with 
b, ab E 2A and u, au E 2B (see Fig. 6). 
b bc C 
ab 
v 
ab ac 
a 
FIGURE 5 
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u 
au 
H 
a 
FIGURE 6 
Proof This follows immediately from (3.3.2). 
(3.5) (1) Let z~2B. Then lGl/lGJ is odd. 
(2) Let a E 2A. Then we can choose representatives a, z, az, b, and u, 
for the classes of involutions in G, such that the following holds: 
(a) Ga,b N 22 x A, and b, ab E 2A, i.e., the following picture holds: 
a ab b 
o-0-0 
Furthermore, b E G, - Gi. 
(b) G,, N 22+6. SS, z E 2B and az E 2A, i.e., the following picture 
holds : 
Furthermore, z E Gb, a E QZ, and O,(G,,) = QZ n G,. 
(c) G,,. z 2= x 24. AS and u, au E 2B, i.e., the following picture holds: 
a flu u 
Furthermore, a q! Q,, Q, n G, N Z?‘zQ, = O,(G&) N 24. 
(3) Gl operates irreducibly on Q,. 
(4) Let ZE 2B. Then G, operates transitively on (Q, n 2B) - {z}, 
(QZ n 2A), and (G, n 2A) - Q,. The corresponding orbit stabilizers are a 
group of order 213. 3, 22 + 6 . Ss and 22 x 24. A 5, respectively. 
(5) For z E 2B and x E Inv(G,), ifC,(X) 1: Z2 x A, or CaJx) N 2*wr2, 
then x centralizes some involution in G, n 2A, in particular x E 2A v 2B. 
(6) Let x E G, with x E Inv(G,) and Co;(X) 2~ (22 x A,). Then 
C,;(X) N 24. Furthermore if x E Inv(G,), then C&x) 2: 25. 
(7) Inv(G) = 2A u 2B. 
(8) There exists no XE Inv(G,), z E 2B, with Co(X) = (22 x AS). 
(9) Let z E 2B. Then G, N C, C as in (2.5). 
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Proof Cases (1) and (2.b) were proved in (3.1). To prove (2.a) and 
(2.c), choose representatives b and u for the classes of involutions in 
G,-CL, such that G,,=2*xAs and G,,,E~~x~~.A~ (see Table1 in 
(2.3.2)). As A, is not involved in 2:f *(A, wr2), we get by (3.4) that b, 
ab E 2A and hence by (3.4), u, au E 2B. Set L = Gb,,. Evidently QU n G, 1: 2’ 
and O,(L) = QU n Qa, N 24 and (2) is proved. Next by (2.b), there exists 
qe Q, with C,;(q) 1: A, so (3) follows from (2.4.3). (4) follows immediately 
from (2) (3), (2.4.2), and (2.4.4.a). 
To prove (5) let z~2B and x~Inv(G,) with C,(X) N Z, x A5 or 
Cci(X) N 2*wr2. Assume G,, n 2A = 0. Then it is easily verified that there 
exists an involution j E Inv(G,) such that C,( jj) N Z, x A5 and 1X. jjl is 
not d power of 2. By (2.~) we may assume y E 2A. Consider the subgroup 
(x, y) <G,. Since x 4 2A, lxyl is even. Let zO E (xy), with Iz,,( = 2. By (2), 
z,, E 2A u 2B and since we are assuming G,, n 2A = 0, Z~E 2B. Further 
since y is conjugate in (x, y ) to either z,y or z,,x, G,, n 2A= 0 implies 
that z,y~ 2A. By (2.b), ye QZ, and hence (xyl is a power of 2, a 
contradiction. Hence G,, n 2A # /zr and then (2) implies that x E 2A u 2B. 
This proves (5). 
To prove (6) note that X inverts an element p E G, with IpI = 5 and 
Cc,(p) N h, x A5. As by (3) and (2.6.2), Cez(p) = 1. C,JX) N 24. Assume 
that x~Inv(G,). Since x operates freely on Q,, there exists an element 
PEG, with [x, p] = 1, and C&j) 2: Z, x A,. Since by (3) and (2.6.2), 
C&p) = (z), we get that C,(x) z 2’. 
To prove (7) let t E Inv(G), with t $2Au 2B. Let z E G, n 2B (z exists by 
(1)). If t E Q, then by (3), (4), and (2.4.4.a), tE 2A u ZB, a contradiction. 
Thus by (5), Cc,(i) ‘v 2* x A,. Now (6) implies that 
if q E QZ with [q, t] < (z), then [q, t] = 1. (*) 
Let now aE QZ n 2A. Then by (*), [a, a’] = 1. As G,, n 2A= 0, z. := 
aa’ E 2B. The same considerations as above imply that CGIO(i) N 2* x A,, 
and hence also (*) holds with z,, in place of z. This is a contradiction as 
a E Q,, and a’ = az,. This proves (7). 
To prove (8), let z~2B. Assume there exists XE Inv(G,) with C,(X) 2: 
(2*xAs). Then by (4) and (7) we have: 
(i) x, xz~2B. 
Further since by (6), [QZ, x] = C,( x ) , we get that NG,( <z, x>)QJQ, = 
C,(Z). Let L = Q*(N,( (z, x))). Then L < G,, and L/O,(L) N A,. Hence 
we have that CcXloX (zQJ 1: (2* x AS) or Z, x A,. In either case we get from 
(2.~) and (6) that O,(L)<Q=n QX and z, x$0,(L). Thus, O,(L) is 
elementary abelian of order 24. 
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Let 1 # te O,(L). If t E 2A, then as U,(L) < Qx, xt E 2A and C&z) N 
22 x A,, this contradicts (i). Hence: 
(ii) U,(L)” 5 2B. 
Now using (4) it is easily verified that: 
(iii) For tE2B and ueQtn2B, teQ,. 
Set K= NG,( (z, x)). Then (i), (ii), and (iii) above imply that: 
(iv) If x1 E O,(K) - Q, is an involution, then x1 E 2B, Q,, n QZ 1: 24, 
(Q,, n Q,)# E 2B, and xi E Q,, for all 1 # t E Q,, n QZ. 
Pick now p E K with Ip( = 5. Set A = C,,&p) and R = [O,(K), p]. Then 
O,(K) = AC, and as [O,(K)1 = 2’, R= O,(L). Evidently C,(A) = R and 
hence O,(K) = R x A. Note now that if A is abelian, then G,, ~2’. 
(22~As) and hence for all gEA, g2EQZnQ,nA=RnA=1. So if A 
is abelian, A is elementary abelian. Hence in any case A = (Inv(A)). 
Notice that IAl = 23. Let x1 E Inv(A) such that A = (z, x, xi). Then by (iv), 
IQ= n QA = IQ= n Qx,I = z4, and Q, n Qx, Qz n Q,, < QZ n K= z5. Thus 
there exists z1 E Q, n Q, n Qx,. By (iii), A < Q,,. Since g2 E Q, n A = (z), 
for all gc A, we see that A is elementary abelian of order 23. 
Furthermore, IQ, n QX n Q,,,I 2 23 and by (iii) and (iv), for t E Q, n 
Q, n QxZ, 3 x, xzl E Q,, so z1 E Q,. By (iii), tE QZ,. We conclude that 
QZnQxnQxz,~Qz,. Hence Qr, 2 A x (QZ n Q, n Q,=,). This is a contra- 
diction since the 2-rank of QZ, is 5. 
Finally, to prove (9), let L = G:. Then by (3), L acts irreducibly on Q 
hence by (2.4.4.b) and (8) the isomorphism type of L is determined and 
L N L, of (2.4.4.b). Hence, by (2.5), to prove (9) it remains to show that 
there exists t E Inv(G,) - L such that if t E TE Syl,( G,), then [t, C,( Tn L)] 
# 1. By (4), there exists UE G,n 2A such that G,,z~‘x 24.A,, and 
aE G, - L. Set K= G,,. As we will see in (3.9.4.a) ahead O,(K’) is the 
orthogonal module for K’/U,(K’) N A, (notice that (3.9.4.a) relies only 
in (3.5)(l)-(5)). Hence by the action of A5 on its orthogonal module 
we get that for SE Syl,(K n L), lZ(3’)1= 2. In particular 3 does 
not contain CQ(Tn L), for TE Syl,(G,) with a~ T> S. But by (2.c), if 
[a, C,( Tn L)] = 1, then a would centralize the inverse image of C,( Tn L) 
in Q, and then we would have [Z(s)/ = 4. Hence [a, CQ(Tn L)] # 1 and 
(9) is proved. This completes the proof of (3.5). 
(3.6) DEFINITION. Let a~2A. We define 2A,= (b~2A I abE2A) (see 
Fig. 7), 2AB,= {zE~BIuzE~A}, 2B,= {bE2Alabc2B), and 2BB,= 
{zE~BI~zE~B}. We note that by (3.5.2) we have: (1) For bE2A,, 
Ga,b N 22 x A,. (2) For ZE~AB,, G,, N 22+6.S5 and UE Q,. (3) For 
bE2B,, Ga,b~22+6.S5. (4)For ZE~BB,, G,.E~~x~~.A~ and a$QZ. 
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(3.7) Let a E 2A and let b E 2A, so that Gn,b z 22 x As. Identifv Gh,b with 
As acting on !S = { 1, 2, . . . . S}. Then we have: 
(1) If t E Inv(Gb,,) has the shape 2 2. 14, then t E 2A and at, bt, abt E 2B 
(see Fig. 8(a)). 
(2) If t ~Inv(Gb,,) has the shape 24, then t E 2B and at, bt, abt E 2A 
(see Fig. 8(b)). 
Proof This follows immediately from (3.3.2) and (3.5.2.b). 
(3.8) Remark. Note that by (3.7), if E < G, with EN 23, such that there 
exists a’, b’ E E n 2A, with a’b’ E 2A then E -,(a, b, t), where a, b are as in 
(3.7), and t is either as in (3.7.1) or as in (3.7.2). Furthermore if 
E-o (a, b, t) where t is as in (3.7.2), then by (3.5.2) and (3.7), N,(E) acts 
transitively on En 2A and for a’ E En 2A, No,,(E) acts transitively on 
En 2A,(. 
The following important (and long) lemma summarizes ome important 
properties of G,, z E 2B which we will require all along: 
(3.9) Let z E 2B. Then we have: 
(1) G, contains two conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 3 with 
representatives (al) and (02) such that Coz((6,))- Z,xA, and 
C,( (c?~)) N (if, x Z,) : 2. We have C,;(a,) = (z) and CQz(a2) N 2y4. 
(4 (b) 
bFp$T’ b-Yq$7@t 
a 
FIGURE 8 
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(2) GZ contains three conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 5 with 
representatives (pl), (p?), and (p3) such that Cor((p,))l:Z,x As, 
Gz((P2)) N z5 x z5, and CG-~((P~)) = (Z5 x h5) : 2. We have CQz(pl)= 
CpT(p3) = (z) and CQz(p2) 2: 2Lf4. 
(3) Let in Inv(G,), then cam N 24. 
(4) Let a,EG,n2A with alzE2B andset Y=G,,,=. Then we have: 
(a) Y%~‘x~~.A~; YnQZ-25; O,(Y’)= Y’nQZnQ,,, is the 
orthogonal module for Y’jO,( Y’). 
(b) Y’ acts transitively on O,( Y’) n 2A and for t E O,( Y’)n2A, 
C,,(t) = 24.S3. In particular there exists no elementary abelian subgroup 
d < O,( Y’) with ]&I= 4, and Inv(&) s 2B. 
(5) Let a E Q, n 2A and set b = az. Let X= Ga,b. Then we have: 
(a) X=222+6 .S5; O,(X)=XnQ=; 02(X’)=X’nQz=0,(XnGb) 
= O,(Xn CL) 2: Z2 x E, * 2y4; 2(X’) = .2(0,(X’)) N ii’, x 77,. 
(b) Set Lo, = 2A, n 2A,, then 0, # fa and X acts transitively on 0,. 
Let CEO,, then we have (a,b,c)<Q,, G,b,c%2C73.S3; Ga,b,cnQzX2C73; 
G a,b,c n QZ n X’ % 2c63, and Ga,b,r n X’ x 2c61.3. 
(c) Let CJE X with IoI = 3. Then Co,&a) = (Z(X’), c), for some 
c E 0,. In particular Co,(x,,(a) = Z(X). 
(d) Set 4 = 2A, n 2B, then I?& # 0 and G,,, acts transitively on 6~. 
Let dg& then we have Gn,6,d%26.S3; G,,b,dn Q, N 2’; G,,b,dn Q,n 
x’ N 24, and Go,b,dn X’ z 24.S,. 
Proof (1) and (2) are a consequence of (2.6) and (3.59). Next by (2), 
any involution in Inv(G,) inverts an element p E G, with IpI = 5 and 
C,;(p) = 1. Thus C,;(i) N 24. 
To prove (4), let t E O,( Y’) n 2A. Note that Fig. 9 holds in G. Note that 
we can not have a, t, a,zt EBB since then by (3.5.2), t, zt E Gb, and 
ZEG,, - CL,, a contradiction. For the same reason (or by remark (3.8)), we 
can not have a, t, a,zt E 2A. Thus as t E Y’, Fig. 9 holds in G. 
a1t 
a1 
v 
t 
a,tz 
al= zt 
2 
FIGURE 9 
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FIGURE 10 
Thus if t E O,( Y’) n 2A, then (a,, z, t) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Remark (3.8). In particular, using (3.7) and (3.5.2.c), we see that 
O,( Y’) n 2A # 0. Further by Remark (3.8), Y’ acts transitively on 
O,( Y’) n 2A. Next, (3.7) together with the structure of the centralizers of 
involutions in As implies that 
For tEO,(Y’)n2A, C,,(t)%2’.S3. (*I 
A moment of thought will yield that (4) is a consequence of (*). 
For the proof of (5) we mention that for t E Co,, Fig. 10(a) holds in G and 
for t E I$, Fig. 10(b) holds in G. Note that for t E 4, t wGT ai, where a, is 
as in (4). These observations together with (4) and (2.3.3) yield (5) and we 
leave it for the reader to carefully work out the details of the proof. 
(3.10) Let z~2B and let aE:QZn2A. Set d={cIc~(Q,n2A)- 
(a, az)}. Then IdI = 118 and GO,= has 3 orbits on sd as given in Table III. 
ProoJ Note that by (3.5.2.b), G,,,z~‘+~.S~. Evidently Id1 = 118. 
Next by (3.7) and (3.8), L!& is an orbit and the structure of the corre- 
sponding stabilizer follows from (3.7). 
Next we show that &, # Iz( and that for c E 0&r, G,,,. is a 2-group with 
IGa.,,cl G 2 . lo Indeed, let x, y E 2A with y E 2A, so that G,,, N 22 x A,. 
Identify CL. y with As acting on 52 = { 1, 2, . . . . 8). Choose a’ = y, z’o 
TABLE III 
Name 
4.4 
02, 
co,, 
c GO,,, I&q 
ace2A 23+4.&s, 40 
ace2B 2C’Ol 30 
(ac)” = z 2’+6: 5 48 
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(12)(34)(56)(78) and c’ e, y( 13)(24)(57)(68). Using (3.7) and (3.8) we find 
gE G with (z’) ig=z, (a’) ig=a. Set c= (c’) i,. Using (3.7), it is easily 
verified that c E Co,,. Assume there exists g E G,,, with lgl odd. Then 
1 g( = 3 or 5. If I g( = 5, we get a contradiction as by (3.9.2) mz( CQi( g)) = 2. 
Assume that lgl = 3. Then by (3.9.5), C02(G,,,jnC;(g) = Z(G&) 1: Z, x Z,. 
But by (3.5.2), (a, z, c) < O,(G,,)nGh. As (a, z, c) ~2~ we get a 
contradiction. Thus G,,. is a 2-group and since IGn,JZ = 2l’ we get that 
IG,,,,cl G 12~‘. 
Let now c E Co,, . We will show that G, z c x 2l+ 6 : 5. This together with 
the previous paragraph of the proof and the fact that IdI = 118 will 
establish (3.10). Note that as J&l = 118, ( Qsl = 30 or 60. Thus there exists 
c E 04.4 such that IG,,,I is d ivisible by 5. Furthermore by (3.9.3), if 
in Inv(G,), then CDz(i) 2: 24. Hence, G,,,, z 21+6 :5. The proof of (3.10) is 
complete. 
(3.11) The Orbits in I-,, a E 2A. We start with a very simple but very 
useful lemma: 
(3.11.1) Let a, x~2A and let tEInv(G,,). Then 
(1) Assume that at +c xt. Then laxI is even. 
(2) Assume that t E~AB, (notation in (3.6)). Then laxI is a power 
of2. 
Proof: To prove ( 1 ), assume laxI is odd. Then a N <a,x) x. Thus 
at- <a,t,xj xt, a contradiction. For (2) note that by (3.5.2.b), aE Q,. 
(3.11.2) Let aE 2A and b EVA, so that G,, N 22 x As. Set Y;a,bj = 
{cE~A~)c# (a, b)}. Then Iqrr,b,l =2198 and 
(1) Ga,b has six orbits on Y;a,b, as given in Table IV. 
(2) Let CE~&,,~~. Then G&(C) N S8. 
TABLE IV 
%.bLU acE2A 
%.b)JB ace2B 
qa. b). 40 (ac)* = b 
%.b,4.4 (ac)2 E 2B 
Y (a.bL3A lacl = 3 
Y hb). 6A (ac)‘= b 
23+4 s 3 105 
23+4.s 105 
2& 56 
22+4 1260 
2 x s, 336 
2 x s, 336 
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Proof: We use the second column of Table IV to define Y;a,bj,ZA, 
y o,b),ZB, qa,b),4~~ %&b),4.4, %%b),3A5 and %&b),6.4. 
The fact that Y;a,b),ZA and Y;n,b),28 are orbits and the structure of the 
corresponding stabilizer is a consequence of (3.7) and (3.8). 
Next we will show: 
Y;a,b),K f a, for KE (4B, 4A, 3A, 6A) and for CE qa,b),K, Go,b,r (*) 
is isomorphic with a subgroup of the group given in the corre- 
sponding row of Table IV. 
As I,$a,b)l =2198, (3.11.2.1) is a consequence of (*). Let x~2A and let 
YE 2A,. We work inside G,r,., 2: 22 x As. We identify Gk,, with As acting on 
52 = { 1, 2, . . . . 8). 
Let a’, c’ E Inv(GI,,,) with a’++ (12)(34) and c’ +-+ (23)(56). Set 
b’= (a’~‘)~. Then b’++ (14)(23). By (3.7), a’, b’, c’ E 2A and hence, by 
definition, c’ E qo’,b’), 48. Thus Y;o,b),4B + @. Let CEY;o,bj,4B. Then by 
(2.3.4), c does not induce an inner automorphism on Gi,b and hence 
Gb,b(~) 1: S,. Hence Go,b,r = Z, x Sg. 
Next let a’, c’ E Inv(G,,) with a’ c) x( 12)(34)(56)(78) and c’ cf (23)(67). 
Let also b’tt y(15)(48)(26)(37). Using (3.7), it is easily verified that 
C'E qY;,,,b’),&. Thus qa,b),& # @. Let CE ?&),.+A and Set z = (a~)~. Then 
za-(,,,) 4 zc-(,,,) c and thus a, CE QZ. By (3.10), G,, w 21+6 :5. 
Let P E G,, with IpI = 5. Then by (3.9.2), m2(Co,(,0.Jp)) = 2. Hence 
G &%22+4. 
Finally let a’, c’ E Inv(G:,,) with a’+-+ (12)(34) and c’t-) (45)(67). Set 
b’ = (a’~‘)~. Then b’ c, (12)(67). By (3.7), a’, b’, c’ E 2A and hence by delini- 
tion, c’ E qO’,b’), 6A and b’c’ E y;aC,b’ j, j* . Thus Y;o,b),6A f 0 and Y;a,b),U + 0. 
Let CE~~,~),~~. Then G,b,,QGb,(or~zNi23~((22~A5).2) (see (2.3.5)) and 
(UC)2$Gu,b,c. Further Ga,b,C<Go,b=22xA8, and a$Gn,b,C. Hence Go,b,c iS 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Z2 x AS. This implies that GP,b,C is isomorphic 
with a subgroup of Z, x Ss. Note now that bcEY;a,b),3A and that 
G a,b.c =G a,b,bc. This completes the proof of (*) and (1) is proved. Along the 
proof of (1) we also saw that (2) holds and the proof of (3.11.2) is 
complete. 
Considering triples (a, b, c), with a, b, c E 2A and b E 2A, n 2A,, we get: 
(3.11.3) Let aE2A. Then we have: 
(1) If CE=%,b),4Bu~Y;o,b),6A~ then %n2A,=Z((a, c>)‘. 
t2) If CE Y;a,b),4A> then VZa,,= 2A, n 2A, forms a conjugacy class of 
involutions in G,,. Moreover, for XE$&, we have G,,, N 22+4 and 
%,c s O,(Ga,c). 
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TABLE V 
Name ac G a.< ICC‘- 
%z 
2B, 
447 
4B, 
% 
ace2A 
acE2B 
(ac)2 E 2B 
(ac)’ E 2A 
(ac)3 E 2A 
2’xA8 2200 
2=+6.s 5 5175 
21’6.5 277200 
2 x S6 123200 
2 x s, 739200 
(3) rf CEY;a,bL3AY then WO,,, = 2A, n 2A, forms a conjugacy class of 
involutions in G,,. andfor XE VO,,, we have G,,,,. 2: 2 x S5. 
(3.11.4) Let aE2A. Then G, has five orbits on (cIcE~A, lacl is even}. 
G,,, and (cGaI are given in Table V. 
Proof: We use the second column of Table V to define 2A,, 2B,, 4A,, 
4B,, and 6A,. 
We note that by (3.5.2), 2A, and 2B, are orbits of G,, and for c E 2A,, 
G,, 1: 2* x AS, while for CE~B,, G,, N 22+6.S5. 
Let CE 2A, with lacl even. Suppose first that [a, c] = 1, then 
CE 2A, u 2B,. Suppose next that [a, c] # 1. Let XE (ac), with 1x1 = 2. 
Then {ax, cx} E (a, c}<@‘), and hence {ax, cx} c 2A. Assume x E 2B. Then 
by (3.5.2.b), a, CE QX, and hence CE~A,. Further by (3.10), 4A, is an orbit 
of G, and for c E 4A,, G,, N 2 ’ +’ : 5. Assume XE 2A. Then by (3.11.2), 
IacI =4, or lacl =6. If lacl =4, then CE~B,, and by (3.11.2), 4B, is an 
orbit of G, and for c E 4B,, G, c 2: 2 x S6. Finally, if lacl = 6, then c E 6A,, 
and by (3.11.2), 6A, is an orbit of G, and for CE~A,, G,,=2xSS. The 
proof of (3.11.4) is complete. 
(3.11.5) Let XE~B, so that G,, z Z, x Sg. Set b = (ax)‘. Then we have: 
(1) G,, has 7 classes of involutions as follows; {b), 2B, n 2B,, 
2BB, n 2BB,, 2A, n 2B,, 2AB, n 2BB,, ZA, n 2B,, and 2AB, n 2BB,. 
(2) (i) For t E 2B, n 2B,, tb E 2BB, n 2BB, (see Fig. 1 l(a)). Further- 
more, G,,, = G,,lb, x 2: 2* x D8. 
(ii) For t E 2AB, n 2BB,, tb E 2A, n 2B, (see Fig. 11 (b)). Further- 
more, G,,t,x=G,,rb,x2.22~S4. 
(iii) For t E 2AB, n 2BB,, tb E 2A, n 2B, (see Fig. 1 l(c)). Further- 
more, G,,, = G,,rb,x N 2* x S.,. 
Proof. We mention that the reader who will consult Fig. 11 will find it 
much easier to read the proof. Next note that CL,, 1: A6 and that 
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Gb,, G Gh,b n Gb,r Thus by (3.7) and (3.8), if t E Gb,,, then t E 2B, n 2B, 
and tb E 2BB, n 2BB,. This proves (2.i). 
Next note that there exists te G,, such that the projection of t on 
G& N A, has the shape 24. Thus by (3.7) and (3.8), 1 (a, b, t) n 2AJ = 6. 
Assume that t, bt E 2A. Then interchanging t with tb if necessary we may 
assume that at E 2A. Furthermore by (3.7), txe 2A or tbxE 2A. Assume 
that txE2A, then b, t ~2A,n 2A,, contradicting (3.11.3.1). The same con- 
tradiction is obtained it tbx E 2A, since bx E 4B,. Thus we may assume that 
t E 2B and ta, tab, tb E 2A. By (3.7), either tbx, txE 2A, or tbx, tx E 2B. If 
tbx, tx E 2A, then by (3.5.2.b), (a~)~ = t, a contradiction. Thus we get that 
tbx, txE2B and (2.ii) follows. Part (2.iii) follows by symmetry. Since G,, 
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has 7 classes of involutions, we have accounted for all involutions in G,, 
and the proof of (3.11.5) is complete. 
(3.11.6) Let aE2A. Define 3A,= (x~2A) )axJ =3 and2A,n2AX#12(}. 
Then we have: 
(1) 3A, is an orbit of G, on 2A andfor XE~A,, G,,,=S,. 
(2) Let XE~A,. Then G,, has three conjugacy classes of involutions 
given by 2A, n 2A,, 2B, n 2B,, and 2BB, n 2BB, and we have 
(i) For t E 2A, n 2A, (see Fig. 12(a)), G,,, N Z, x S,. 
(ii) For t E 2B, n 2B, (see Fig. 12(b)), G,,,, N D8 x S3. 
(iii) For tE2BB,n2BBX (see Fig. 12(c)), G,,t,x=Z2 wrS,. 
ProoJ: The reader will find it convenient to draw little figures as in 
Fig. 12 along the proof. We start with the proof of (1). Note that by 
(3.11.2), 3A, is an orbit of G, on 2A. Set D = 2A, n 2A,. Then by (3.11.2), 
D is a conjugacy class of involutions in G,, and for t E D, G,,,, N H, x S,. 
We will now prove that D is a class of 3-transpositions in G,, and that for 
tED, G,,x= <G,,x n 0). We will use here the notation given in (3.11.2). 
Suppose that dl, d,E D, with ldldzI > 3. Note that dzEqC;4,0)n$Y;,,,,,, 
and hence by (3.11.2) and (3.11.3), d2EY;dl,nl,4A and by (3.11.3.2), 
a, x E O,(G,,,,), a contradiction. Choose d E D. 
We wish to show that: 
There exists t E (D - {d}) n Gn,d,x. (*) 
To show (*) we will find a subgroup S< G and four involutions a’, x’, 
d’, t’ E Sn 2A such that x’ E 3A,!, d’, t’ E 2A,. n 2A,,, and [d’, t’] = 1. 
Notice that this implies (*). Let U, v E 2A, with u E 2A,. By (3.11.2.2), there 
(4 (b) 
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exists c~2A such that S := G:,,(c) N S,. Notice that by (3.7), the noncen- 
tral involutions of CL,, belong to 2A. Hence it is easily seen that S satisfies 
the requirements. 
Since D is a class of 3-transpositions and Ga,d,x 21 Zz x S5, (*) yields that 
G a,d,x = (G,d,x n 0). Now [3] implies that (D) N S,. Since (D) acts 
transitively on D, G,, = G,,,(D) = (D) N S, as asserted. 
We proceed with the proof of (2). Note that (2.i) was proved. Let 
t, E Inv(G,,), with G,,,,, N D, x S,. Let t, t’ E 2A, n 2A, with tt’ wG.,X t,. 
Assume that tt’E2B and att’E2A. Then by (3.11.1.2), 1~x1 is a power of 2, 
a contradiction. Hence by (3.7), tt’ E 2A and att’ E 2B and by symmetry, 
xtt’E2B so t, ~2B,n2B, and (2.ii) is proved. Finally since m,(G,,)> 3, 
(3.2) and (3.11.1.1) imply (2.iii). 
(3.11.7) Leta~2Aandletx~6A,sothatG,,1:Z,~S,.Setb=(ax)~. 
Then we have: 
(1) Ga,x has 5 classes of involutions as follows: {b}, 2B, n 2B,, 
2BB, n 2BB,,2A, n 2B,, and 2B, n 2A,. 
(2) (i) For tE2B,n2BX, tb E 2BB, n 2BB, (see Fig. 13(a)) and 
G a,t.x =G o,rb,x = & x D8. 
(ii) For t E 2A, n 2B,, tb E 2B, n 2A, (see Fig. 13(b)) and G,,, = 
G a,rb,x = 22 ’ s3. 
Proof: The reader will find it helpful to consult Fig. 13 while reading 
the proof. We use (3.11.6). Note that bxE3A,. Identify GaTbx 2: S, with 
S, acting on Q = { 1, 2, . . . . 7). Then we may assume b tt (12). Let 
(4 (b) 
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tEInv(G,,,) with t-(34)(56). Then by (3.11.6), te2B,n2Bb, and 
tb~2BB, n 2BB,,. Hence, t E 2B, n 2B, and tb E 2BB, n 2BB,. Further- 
more, G,,t,x=G,tbx=G,btx=Gatbbx2:H*XD8. 
Next let t E Inv(G,,,,) ‘with t d (34). Then by (3.11.6), t E 2A,n 2A,, 
and tb E 2B, n 2Bb,. Hence, t E 2A, n 2B,, tb E 2B, n 2A,. Furthermore, 
G (I,f,X =G a. tb, x =G n.b,r,x =G a,t,b, bx = 22 x &. The proof of (3.11.7) is 
complete. 
(3.11.8) (1) Let aE2A and bE2B,. Let d,,,, d5,2EGb of order5 such 
that C,,(d,,l) N z5 x 2 .S5, C,,(d,,) = h, x Z2 x Dlo. Then Ga,b N 22+6.S5. 
Set qa,b) = {CE 2BbI C # a}. Then IqO,b)l = 5774 and G,, has 8 orbits on 
qa,b). These are given in Table VI. 
(2) zfCE&,b),SET then IG,,.Ir=4. 
Proof We use the second column of Table VI to define 9&bj, 2A, 
?a,bL2By %,b),3Ay %b),4.4, %,b),48? %b),5.4? %,b),5E? and qo,b),6A. We 
set z = ab. We mention the fact that lqa,b,l = 5774 follows from a trivial 
numerical consideration. 
The fact that q0,bj,2A is an orbit and the structure of the corresponding 
stabilizer is a consequence of (3.7). 
Next we will show: 
9&),k # (21, for K E {2B, 3A, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5E, 6A) and there (*) 
exlsts c E qO,b),.k, such that Go,b,r is isomorphic with a subgroup 
of the group given in the corresponding row of Table VI. 
As lqO,bJl = 5774, (3.11.8.1) is a consequence of (*). 
Let x E 2A and let y E 2A,. Then G, y N 22 x A,. We identify Gk y with 
A, acting on B = { 1, 2, . . . . 8). We will occasionally be working with the 
group G,,. 
NOW by (3.1oh &,b),2B#0, and for CEq-;a,b),2B, Ga,b,c~2C*01. 
TABLE VI 
acE2A 
acE2B 
lacl = 3 
(ac)’ E 2B 
(ac)2E2A 
acEd3 
ac E dpb, 
(ac)3 E 2A 
2b.s, 
2w31 
4x& 22+4 
22xD8 
2.&s, 
E2 x D,o 
z,xD, 
80 
30 
640 
480 
960 
128 
1536 
1920 
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Next by (3.11.6), qa,bj,3A#@, and there exists CE~~,~),~~ with 
G obcl:D, x S3. By (3.11.5), qn,bj,48#0, and there exists c~q~,~),~n 
with G o,b,r2:22~D,. By (3.11.7), qa,6j,6A#IZj, and thereexists~Eq~,~),~~ 
with G,b,c N Zz x Ds. 
Next let a’, b’, c’ E Inv(G,,) with a’ ti (23)(58), b’ c, x( 14)(23)(58)(67), 
and c’ ++ x( 12)(34)(56)(78). Using (3.7), it is easily verified that 
c’E~~,,~,),~~. Thus qa,bj,4A#jZI. Let CE~~,~),~~. Then CE~A,. By 
(3.11.4), G,,,.z~‘+~: 5. Let p E G,,,. with IpI = 5. Then by (3.9.2), 
m2(C02~Gor~(p)) = 2. Hence Go,b,c z 22+4. 
Next let a’, b’, c’ l Inv(G,,) with b’=x, a’++ (12)(34) and c’o (23)(45). 
Using (3.7) and (2.3.5) it is easily verified that c’E~~,,~,),~~. Thus 
~a,b,,5A$@. Let c~q~,~,,s~. Then Grr,b,c~Gb,uc1.25~2.SS. Since 
ac 4 GO,& we see that G,,b,c is isomorphic with a subgroup of 2. Ss. 
Next let M<Gb such that M-M,, and UEM (see (2.3.8) and (3.3.1)). 
Choose c~Inv(M) with /UC\ = 5. Then by (2.3.8) and (3.3.1), CE~,,,),~~. 
But G,b,c< Gb,oc N H, x Z, x D,O. Since ac$ Gu,b,c we see that G,,b,c is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x D,,. We have completed the verification 
of (*) and (1) is proved. 
To prove (2) note that by (2.3.7) and (3.5.2.c), if TE Syl,(G,,,), then 
{b} = Tn 2A. Thus No,,(T) < Gu,b,c and hence TE Syl,(G,,). 
(3.11.9) Let aE2A. Set ODD,={CE~AIC#U, lacl is odd and 
G,, n 2A # fa}. Then G, has three orbits on ODD, as given in Table VII. 
Proof We use the second and the third columns of Table VII for the 
definition of 3A,, 5A,, and 5E,. 
First note that by (3.11.1.1) 
if c E ODD,, and t E G,, n 2A, then t E (2A, n 2A,) u (2B, n 2B,). (*) 
Thus by (*), (3.11.2), and (3.11.8), if CEODD,, then lacl =3 or 5. Now 
by (3.11.6), 3A,= (x~2Al laxi = 3 and 2A,n2A,# a> is an orbit of 
G, on ODD, and for CE~A,, G,, N S,. Furthermore by (3.11.8), 
{x E 2A ) Iax\ = 3 and 2B, n 2B, # @} is an orbit of G, on ODD,. Now by 
(3.11.6), for CE~A,, there exists tE2B,n2B,. Thus 3A,= {xE~AJ (axI =3 
and 2B,n2B,#@}. Hence (*) implies that 3A,= {xEODD,II~XI =3}. 
TABLE VII 
Name lacl Characterization G 0.c IcGal 
3A, 3 
SA, 5 
SE, 5 
2A,n2A,#IZI 
Vt E G,, n ZA, G,,, z 2 S5 
V~EG,.~~A,G,,,-E,~D,O 
S7 35200 
U,(5) 1408 
will be determined in (3.17) 
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Next note that by (3.11.8) 5A, and SE, are the two remaining orbits of 
G, on ODD,. 
Let c~5A, and set %= 2B,n 2B,. Then by (3.11.8), % is a conjugacy 
class of involutions in G,,. Let TV%. Then G,,. N 2. Ss. Let ti EVA, with 
ti E G,,, (see (2.3.9) and (3.5.2.a)). Assume that t, 4 G,,.. Note that by 
(3.11.1.1), Icr,l is even. Thus by (3.11.4), either Ict,] =4 or Ict,l =6, and 
(~t~)~~2A,n2A,,. If Ict,l =4, then (cti)*~(G,,,,,,,- (t, tr)). This is a 
contradiction as G,,, 2: 22~As. If Ict,l =6, then (c?~)~EG~,~, and (~t,)~ 
inverts UC. We get a contradiction from (~ti)~ EVA,, using (3.7) and (3.8). 
Thus, t i E G,, and hence tl E%?. Thus G, ,,,= = (G,,,,.n%?). Now (2.8) 
implies that G,, is simple. Using the list of maximal subgroups of G, we 
see that the only simple subgroup of G, containing an involution whose 
centralizer is isomorphic with 2. S, is isomorphic with U,(5). This 
completes the proof of (3.11.9). 
(3.12) DEFINITION. We define f, = {u} u 2A, u 2B, u 3A, u 4A, u 
4B,u5A,u5E,u6A,. 
(3.13) Notation and Definitions. (1) Recall that we define the graph r 
as follows: The vertex set of I’ is the set of involutions in the class 2A, two 
vertices x, y are adjacent if x # y and xy E 2A. 
(2) A line in r is a subset 1 E r satisfying 111 =3 and (I) 1: Z, x Z,. 
(3) We define the sets of symbols X = (2A, 2B, 3A, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5E, 
6A) and&= (K,IKEX}. 
(4) Let bEr. We say that a line ZcT is of type (Kb, Ki, KY), if 
I= {x, y, xy}, with x E Kb, y E Ki and xy E Kr, K’, K”, K”’ E X. 
(5) ForxEr,xl={yErly=xoryisadjacenttoxinr}andfor 
a subset Zsr, Z1=nxeZ.x’. 
(3.14) Some Properties of r,, for a E 2A. 
(3.14.1) Let aE2A, x~6A, and set b= (a~)~. Set H=Ga,b and identifv 
H’ with As acting on IR = { 1,2, . . . . 8). Set K= G,,. Then K’ = Kn H’ N A,, 
K’ has an orbit of length 6 on 52 and Kn (a, b) = (6). 
ProoJ: By (3.11.7), there exists t l 1nv(G,,,,) such that t E 2A,n 2B, 
and tb E 2B, n 2A,. Thus by (3.7), the projection of t on H’ is of type 24 
and by (3.5.2), t E G,\Gb. A moment of thought yields (3.14.1). 
(3.14.2) Let x~5A, so that G,, N U,(5). Then G,, has a unique class 
of involutions. Furthermore, Inv( G,,) = 2B, n 2B,. 
Proof: The fact that G,, has a unique class of involutions is well 
known. The rest of (3.14.2) follows from the definition of 5A, (see (3.11.9)). 
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(3.14.3) Let x, y~2A, with xy~2A. Let xy# t l 2A,n2A,,, then there 
exists t,E2A,n2AYn2A,. 
Proof. Identify Gk, with As acting on Sz = { 1, 2, . . . . 8). Then by (3.7) 
and (3.8), tNGx,y xy(12)(34)(56)(78). Thus we may assume that 
t =xy(12)(34)(56)(78). Let t, =xy(12)(34)(57)(68). By (3.7), t, l 2A,n 
2A,. Furthermore, tt, = (58)(67) and hence by (3.7), t, E 2A,. 
(3.14.4) Let x, YE 2A with xy~ 2A. Then xy is the unique vertex t E r 
satisfying t$ (x, y} and (x, y, t}’ = {x, y, t}. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (3.14.3) and (3.2). 
(3.14.5) Let a E 2A, x E 4A,, and set z = (ax)*. Let c E 2A,n2A, and 
t E 2B, n 2A,. Then Fig. 14 holds in G. 
Proof As zx=x“, xc, zxc, xt, tzx E 2A. As az = ax, az, acz E 2A and 
taz E 2B. Furthermore, by (3.5.2.b), x, xc, xt E Q, and hence c, t E QZ so zc, 
zt E 2A. 
(3.15) Proof That f =r,. 
(3.15.1) Let z~2B and let a, XE G,n2A. Assume that /axI is odd. Then 
there exists t E G,Z,.X n 2A. 
Pro$ First note that since /axI is odd, (3.11.1) implies that az, ax E 2B. 
Assume first that laxI = 3. Evidently (ax) is conjugate in G, to ( az) of 
(4 (b) 
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Lemma (3.9.1). Thus by (3.9.1), C&ax) =2p4. Set T= C&ax). Since 
a +c zu, and since CQZ(a) is elementary abelian, C,(a) N 23. Now by 
(3.9.4.b), C,(a) n 2A # fa and hence G,,, n 2A # 0. 
Assume next that laxI= 5. Then evidently, (ax) is conjugate in G, to 
(p3) of Lemma (3.9.2). Thus C&ax)= (z). Let tEG,n2A with 
[t, ax] = 1 and tz E 2B. Note that at E G: and since at inverts ax, (at)’ E Q,. 
Assume that (at1 = 8, then (at)4 = z and hence, a -+,) az, a contradiction. 
Assume that latl = 4, then (at)2 #z as a + <u,,> az. Thus (at)’ E 
CQz(ux)\(z} contradicting (3.9.2). Hence we must have JutI = 2 and hence 
tEG,,.,,n2A. 
(3.152) Let x, YET. IfInv(G,,,)#@ then YET,. 
Proof. If lxyl is even this follows from (3.11.4). So assume Ixyl is odd. 
If G,,n2A#@ this follows from (3.11.2) and (3.11.9). Finally if 
G,,n2B#@ then by (3.15.1), G,,n2A#@ and we are done. 
(3.153) Let x, y E r, with y E TX. Let also t E 2AY. Then we have: 
(1) Assume that y E 2A, v 2B, v 4A, u 4B, v 5A,, then Inv( G, ,,,) 
#0. 
(2) Assume that y E 3A, v 6A, and let b E 2A, n 2A,. Then we have 
(i) If t E 2Ab v 2Bb u 3A, u 4Bb u 4A, then Inv(G,,,) # 0. 
(ii) If t E 4Ab then Inv(G,,) # 0. 
(3) rf YE=,> then there exists y, E 2A, v 2B, v 4A, v 4B, v 6A, 
such that t E 2A,, . 
(4) tEr,. 
(5) r is connected and r = r,. 
Proof. To prove (1 ), we need to show that IG,, Y,,I is even in all cases. 
If y E ZA, u 2B, then this is obvious. If y E 5A,, then IG,,y,tl > IG,J . 
IG,,,l/lG,l = JU,(~)~.~~‘XA,I/)~.HS:~I = (24.32.53.7).(28-32.5.7)/ 
(21’.32.53.7.11)=2.32.5.7/11. But G,,,,,dG,,,?22~As. Hence we 
must have .that )G, ,,,I is even. 
Assume next that y~4B, and set b = (xy)‘. If t EVA, u 2Bb then 
b E G, y, r and we are done. Assume that t EXAM v4B, v 6A,. Note that 
G x. Y. 1 =G x,b,ynGb,y,r, and that Gx,b,y, G,,,dG,,,. Note further that if 
t c3Ab, then tyE6Ab. Now we can use (3.14.1) and (2.7) to deduce that 
Inv(G,, y, ,) # 0. Assume that t E 4Ab note that G,, y,r = Gx,b, Y n G,, Y,, and 
that by (3.11.2), Gb ,.“,, is a 2-group. Thus it suffices to. show that 
IG,,J > 1. We have IG,,y,tl 2 IGx,b,yl . IGb,y,rlllGb,yl = IG x&l . Pc6’l/ 
)22 x A,1 = (25. 32. 5). (2‘j)/(2” .32 .5.7) = 8/7 > 1. 
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To complete the proof of (I) assume that y E 4A, and set z = (xy)*. Let 
b = zy. If t E 2Ab u 2B, then z E Inv(G, ,,,) and we are done. Note that by 
(3.11.1.1), Jbtl is even. Assume t~4A~u6A~. Define c as follows: if tE4Ab, 
c = (bt)2, while if tc6Ab, c = (bt)3. Then by (3.14.5), (3.11.7), and (3.5.2.b), 
x, CE Q,. Since XE Q, we get that either c~Inv(G,,,) or cy~Inv(G,,,,) 
and we are done. Finally assume that t E 4Bb. Using (3.11.4), we get 
IG,,,,tl 2 lG.x,,,yl. IGb,y,tl/lGb,yl = 121+6: 51. 122x4W122+6~&l = (2’.5) 
(25. 3)/(2” .3 .5) = 2. Note now that G,,, = G.,,Z,y n Gb,y, If so by (3.11.4) 
and (3.11.5.2.ii) G,,, is a 2-group so (1) is proved. 
We proceed with the proof of (2). To prove (2.i) we note that 
G .x. .v, t a,& b b’ , ,_ nGb,.v,r<Gb,y. Thus we can use (2.7) and (3.14.1) to deduce 
(2.i), Case (2.ii) follows easily from (1) by interchanging the role of x and t. 
To prove (3), let bE2BXn2B,. By (3.11.1.1), )btl is even and hence there 
exists y,e2Abn2A,. Again by (3.11.1.1), Ixy,l is even so (3) is proved. 
(4) follows from (l), (2), (3) and (3.15.2). Finally, to prove (5), we 
first show that if x, y E r with y E f.,, then there exists a path in I- 
connecting x and y. If y~2A,u2B, u~A,u~A,u~B,u~A,, then we 
have 2A, n 2A, # @, so we are done. Assume y E SA, u 5E,. By definition 
(see (3.11.9)), there exists t E 2A n G,,,.. By the above there exists a path in 
r connecting x and t and a path in r connecting t and y. Hence x and y 
are connected in r. 
Next we wish to show that f is connected. Choose XE r. It suffkes to 
show that for every c E 2A, there exists a path in r connecting x and c. Let 
ZE G,rn 2B. As z and c are not conjugate in G, )zcI is even. Let 
lEZ((Z, c))#. By (3.5.7), t EVA u 2B. Assume first that t E 2A. Then 
rc2A,u 2B, and, by (3.15.2), CE r,; thus by the previous paragraph of 
the proof, there exists a path in r connecting x and c and a path in r 
connecting c and y, and we are done. 
Assume next that t E 2B. By (3.5.5) and (3.5.8), there exist w E G, n G, n 
2A. By (3.15.2), w E r, n r,. Thus, there exists a path in r connecting c 
and w, and a path in f, connecting w and x. Hence r is connected. 
Finally choose t E r. We want to show that t E r,. As r is connected we 
may assume that there exists CE f,, with TV 2A,. By (4), t E r,. This 
completes the proof of (3.153). 
(3.16) Let aE2A and let p E G, such that IpJ = 5, and G,,, 3~ E2 x 
Z, x D,,. Let TE Syl,(G,,). Then we have: 
(1) IT\ =4, T= (a,~) with z, azE2B, and T~syl,(G,). 
(2) For tEGpn2A, G,,EH,xZ~XD,~. 
(3) G, = $Wp) T. 
(4) O(G,) is a 5-group and IO(G,)( ~5~. 
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Proof: Evidently ITI =4 and by (2.3.7) and (3.5.2.c), T= (a, z) with 
z, az E 2B. Let SE Syl,(G,) with Tg S and Tf S. Then NJ T) < G, and 
hence N,(T) 6 G,, a contradiction. (2) is an immediate consequence 
of (1). 
(3) is an easy consequence of Thompson’s transfer theorem (see 
[9, p. 1271. To prove (4), let 5#p be a prime which divides jO(G,)l. By 
Cl, (18.7)], there exists P E Syl,(O(G,)) normalized by T and hence P is 
inverted by a. Thus by (3.15.3.5), p= 3. Let OE P with 10) = 3. Then 
P E Ga,a, = ST. Hence by (3.11.6), there exists t E 2A, n 2A,, with p E G,,,,,,. 
Thus 3 divides (G,,J a contradiction. 
Hence O( GP) is a 5-group. Furthermore O( GP) = C,,,p,(a) G,(,Jz) 
Co~Gpd4 and lCocc,) (t )I d 5’ for t= a, z or az. Thus lO(G,)l < 54. 
(3.17) Let ae2A and let XE~E,. Then G,,,z~[~] :22. 
Proof By the definition of SE, (see (3.11.9)) and by (3.16), IG,,( = 
22 .5’ with i= 1, 2, or 3. Note now that by (3.15.3.5), IG( = IG,( . If,(. Note 
further that by (3.11.9), for YEA,, G,,. N U,(5) and hence ) (ay) x G,,,) 
is divisible by 54 and hence 54 divides (GI. Now using Table V (see (3.11.4)) 
and TableVII (see (3.11.9)) we see that we must have IG,,( =53 .22, else 
54 would not divide (G(. 
(3.18) COROLLARY. Let a E 2A and let x E 5E,. Set p = ax. If 
tEInv(G,), then LEG,,,. 
ProoJ: By (3.16) and (3.17), G,= (p) x G,,,, so (3.18) follows. 
(3.19) COROLLARY. JG( =214.36.56.7. 11 -19. 
Proof This follows immediately from (3.15), (3.17), Table V (see 
(3.11.4)) and Table VII (see (3.11.9)). 
We conclude Section 3 with a result we will need later: 
(3.20) G contains a unique class of elements of order 11. If CO E G with 
jo)=ll, then G,=Z,xZ,,. 
ProoJ: By (3.19) and (2.3.5), G contains a unique class of elements of 
order 11. Let a E 2A and let o E G, with 10) = 11. By (2.3.5), G,, = 
(a) x (CO). Hence (a) ~syl,(G,). Thus G,= O(G,)(a). If a inverts 
some g6 O(G,) with Jg( a prime, then o E G,,,, this contradicts (3.14). 
Thus by [l, (18.7)], O(G,) = (CD) and we are done. 
PROOF THAT I'zr* 
Before we start, we draw the attention of the reader to (3.13) and 
(2.10.1). 
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(4.1) Some Results on Relevant Automorphism Groups and Extensions of 
Relevant Isomorphisms. 
(4.1.1) Let ZE 2B and let XE 2A with ZXE 2B. Then every involution in 
xQ, is conjugate in G, to x or xz. 
Proof: Let xq E xQZ be an involution. Since x + G xz, q is an involution. 
Thus either q, qz E 2B or q, qz E 2A. Assume that q, qz E 2B. Then we have 
Fig. 15. If xq, xqz E 2B, then (3.5.2) implies that z, q, qz E G,\G:, a 
contradiction. Furthermore if xq, xqz E 2A, then by (3.5.2.b), xq E QZ and 
then x E QZ, a contradiction. Thus we may assume without loss that xq E 2A 
and xqz E 2B. Now (3.5.4) implies that x-~, xq and we are done. Using 
similar arguments one covers the case q, qz E 2A. 
(4.1.2) Let t ~lnv(G). Then there exist Z,E Aut(G,) with gz,= g for all 
gEG: and ht,=htfor all hEG,\G;. 
Proof We define r as is given in (4.1.2). It is immediate to verify that 
r E Aut( G,). 
(4.1.3) Notation. (1) We fix once and for all involutions aE2A and 
a*E 2A*. 
(2) We fix once and for all an isomorphism CC G, --t G,*. . 
(4.1.4) Let aE 2A and let b6 2A,. Then there exists q E Aut(G,) such 
that [(a, b), n] = 1 and G,,(n) N 2*x S8. 
Proof. Using the notation in (3.11.2) we choose c E Y;a,bj,48. Then 
aC= ab and G,,(c)/(a, b) N S,. Taking q= icTb (see (4.1.2) above for the 
definition of tb) we get the desired automorphism. 
(4.1.5) Let aE 2A and let bc 2A,. Then there exists an isomorphism 
fll : Gb -+ G$ with fll 1 G,,b = ~1 G,,D+ 
xq 
X 
v 
9 
X 
2x zq 
Z 
FIGURE 15 
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Proof First we note that bu E 2A,. * . Let j?: Gb + G& be an isomorphism. 
Clearly we may assume that afi = a*. Thus @-‘I Go,b E CAut(G,J (a, b)). 
Assume that 0$-‘1~;,~ EInn(Gh,b). Let fii = i,/?, where ~~p-‘jo;,~=i~. Then 
/I1 satisfies the required properties. Otherwise replace fl by 811, where q is 
as in (4.1.4), to get that cr/?-‘lGbh~ Inn(G&). 
(4.1.6) Let ZE 2B and let XE 2A with ZXE 2B. Then there exists 
qEAut(G,) with [(z,x),q]=l andG,,(~)z2*~2~.S~. 
Proof Set L = G:, and E = L/(z). Let t be the universal covering of 
1. Then Aut(L) = Aut(L). Reading through the proof of (2.4) we see that 
Aut(E) <Aut(L). Now Aut(L”)/Q is an extension of O:(4) by a field 
automorphism. Set H = Aut(L) and R= H/o. Let .? be the image of 
x in Aut(E). Then by (3.9.3), C&X) N 24, so C,(Z)= CQ(I).CR(Z)Z 
Z2 x 24.S5. Now by (3.9.4.a), V := O,(Ch(n)) is the orthogonal module for 
CX(.?) ‘v A5 and as H2(S5, V) =0 (see, e.g., [4, p. 407]), we conclude that 
H splits over H’. (*I 
Let E be a complement o H’ in H. Forming the semidirect product of E 
and L we conclude that there exists a group M such that G, <M, 
JM : G,( = 2, and M/(z) N H. Thus for a suitably chosen q E M- G,, we 
see that q induces on G, the automorphism required by the lemma. 
(4.1.7) Let z E 2BB,. Then there exists an isomorphism yI : G, + Gr, such 
that ~&,~=4~~,~. 
Proof First we note that zc1 E 2BB,*t. Second by (3.5.9), there exists an 
isomorphism y: G, --, G,*, . Now using (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) we may assume 
that ay =a*. We now proceed exactly as in the proof of (4.1.5), using 
(4.1.6), to conclude the proof of (4.1.7). 
(4.13) Let be 2B,. Let r] E CAut(Gn,Qj ((a, b ) ). Then there exists g E G.,b 
such that ~1 G;b = igl G;,b. 
Proof: Set X= Gash and Q = O,(X). We note that by (3.9.5), X contains 
exactly 3 subgroups of index 2 and these are Xn G&, Xn CL, and 
X’Q. As Q centralizes (a, b) it is easily verified that q normalizes 
XnGL. Set X,=XnGL and Q,=QnGb. We have X1/Q,2:S5 and 
Q,EZ~XZ~*~:+~ (see (3.9.5)). Thus, after composing q with some 
element of Inn(X,), we may assume that [X,, q]< Q,. Assume first that 
vie, E Inn(Q, ). Then after composing q with some element of Inn(X,) 
induced by some q E Q, , we may assume that [Qi, q] = 1. We have 
[Ql, q, X,] = [Xi, Q1, q]= 1. The three subgroup lemma implies that 
481/151/Z-3 
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Cq,Xl,Q1l=l. Thus [X,,rllQZ(Q,)=Z(X,). We have [q,X,,X,]= 
[X,, q, XI] = 1. The three subgroup lemma applied again implies that 
[X,,X,,q]=l,andwearedone. 
Assume next that qIo,$Inn(Q,). Set z=ab. Let gE:Z(Q,) with jgl =4. 
Let vQZ-G,,. Then q induces an outer automorphism on Q1 and 
a4 = b. This implies that COut(o,) (Inn( Q, )) interchanges a and b. Hence as 
‘I E Coutd (a, b >h ? + Courm (Inn(Q ,)). Further the image of q in 
Out(Qr) centralizes the image of XI in Out(Q,). This contradicts the 
structure of Out(Qr) (see [4, p. 4073 for the structure of Out(Q,/(a))). 
(4.1.9) Let be2B,. Let ce2A,n2Ab and let dE2A,n2B,. Let 
9 E CAut(G,bJ(Gu,b,r), where t = c or d. Then q E { 1, i,}. 
Proof: First we note that all through the proof of (4.1.9) we use (3.9.4) 
and (3.9.5). Set X= Gu,b. First note that by (4.1.8), +-lx, = &lx’, for some 
g E X. Assume first that t = c. Note that by (3.9.5), IG,,,J = 2* .3, 
IG a,b,c n X’J = 26. 3 and (Gu,h,r n O,(X’)l = 26. Since g centralizes G,,b,c n 
0,(X’), (3.9.1), (3.9.2), and (3.9.3) imply that g E (Z(X), c ). Thus after 
composing 7 ‘with i, if necessary we may assume that [X’, q] = 1. But 
X= X’Go,b,c and hence [X, q J = 1, and we are done. 
Assume next that t = d. Note that by (3.9.4), JGa,J ‘2’. 3, 
IG a,6,dn X’( = 2’. 3, and (G,,b,dn 0,(X’)\ = 24. Let cr E Ga,b,d with 1~1 = 3. 
Assume first that go O,(X). Then gE COI(xj(cr) = (Z(X), c,) for some 
c, E 2A,7 n 2Ab. Assume that g = c,. Then Go,b,dn X’< Ga,b,cr. But by 
(3.9.5), (Ga,h,c, n X’)/(G,,,,,, n 0,(X’)) = Z3, contradicting the fact that 
(G a,b,dn x’)/(%b,d n 0,(X’)) N S,. Thus gE Z(X’) and hence [X’, q] = 1. 
As X = X’Gu,b,d we get that [X, q] = 1, and we are done. 
Finally assume that g$O,(X). Since ge CX(Go.b,dn 0,(X’)), (3.9.1) and 
(3.9.2) imply that lgl is a power of 2. Furthermore since g E C,(e), we get 
that gd E O,(X). Thus by the previous paragraph of the proof ‘lid= 1 and 
we are done. The proof of (4.1.9) is complete. 
(4.1.10) Let bE2B, and set z=ab. Then there exists an isomorphism 
/I: G, + Gz, t = b or z, such that PIG,, = ulG *,,. 
Proof: Assume t = b and let c E 2A, n 2Ab. Then Fig. 16 holds in G. 
Let fir:G,+G,*, be an isomorphism with pII G,, = al G,, and let 
/?*: Gb+G& be an isomorphism with PzIG,,h=/?llc,b (see (4.1.5) for the 
existence of PI and j.$). Note that II@; lIGO,b~ CAu,;G,bJ(Ga,b,c). Thus by 
(4.1.9), &‘Ic,,E (1, 4.1. If&lIG,b= 1, we set fl = f12 and we are done. If 
WIG,*= i, we set /I = fizic and again we are done. 
Assume t = z and let de 2A, n 2Bb. Then Fig. 17 holds in G. 
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Let /I, : Gd+ G,$ be an isomorphism with j?rlc,,= tllco,d and let 
yr: G,-,Gtb, be an isomorphism with ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (see (4.1.5) for the 
existence of pi and (4.1.7) for the existence of r ,). We proceed here exactly 
as in the previous paragraph of the proof, using (4.1.9), to obtain the 
conclusion of (4.1.10). 
(4.1.11) Let bE2A and let CE~A,. Let tEGg,=n2A with t$(b,c). 
Then CA~~~G,,,~(G~,~,J = 11, id. 
Proof Note that Gb,c N 2’ x As. Thus (4.1.11) is easily verified and we 
omit the details. 
(4.1.12) Let be 2A and let ZE 2BB, (notation as in (3.6)). Let 
t E Gb,, n %. Then CAut~G,,,~(Gb,z.f) = {i, 43. 
Proof. Set Y= Gb,*, so that Yz~~x~~.A~. Using (3.9.4) we may 
assume without loss that tzE2A and btzE 2B (see Fig. 18). Thus by (3.9.4) 
(taking b in place of a, there) we get that tz E O,( Y’) n 2A. Thus by (3.9.4), 
G b,z,r x 2’ x 24. &. The assertion of (4.1.12) is easily verified now and we 
omit the details. 
(4.2) DEFINITION. To each involution t ~1nv(G,) we attach an 
isomorphism ~1,: G, -+ GE as follows. Let TE (2A,, 2B,, 2AB,, 2BB,} and 
fix an involution t,, E T. Let ~l,~: G,, + G& be a fixed isomorphism satisfying 
zd z 
v 
d 
b 
b ad 
a 
FIGURE 17 
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atOIG,, =aIGo,,O (the existence of arO 
(4.l.Id)). For CE T, let gEG, 
follows from (4.1.5), (4.1.7), and 
with to& = t. Define a,: G, + GE by 
a, = ig-la,Oiga. 
(4.3) Let be2A, and let tEInv(G,,) with t$ (a, b). Then aba;‘IGb,,E 
(1, ia}. Inparticular ifxa,=xa,,forsome~EG~,~\G~,~,,, thena,a;‘l.,,= 1. 
Proof. Assume first that te2Ab, then (4.3) follows from (4.1.11) taking 
t in place of c and a in place of t there. Assume next that t E 2Bb, then (4.3) 
follows from (4.1.9), taking b in place of a, t in place of b, and a in place 
of c or d there. The same consideration implies that (4.3) holds if t E 2AB,. 
Finally, if t E~BB, then (4.3) follows from (4.1.12), taking t in place of z 
and a in place of t there. 
The following lemma follows directly from the definitions and we omit 
its proof. 
(4.4) Let t E Inv(G,). Then we haue: 
(1) a, is well defined, i.e., if g,, gzE G, satisfy t = to”‘= tp, then 
ig;Ia,,igloL = ig,la,,ig2a. 
(2) a,lG,, = alG,,,. 
(3) For gEG, and x~G,n2A we have art=&-la*&; in particular, 
xga,p = (xa,)ga. 
(4) Let x E 2A and tI, t, E Inv(G,,). Zf t,, t2 are conjugate in G,,, 
then xa,, E (xa,,) (Ga~x)a. In particular, if (G,,)a 6 Gn*,xor,z, then xa,, = xa,,. 
(4.5) Zf in Definition (4.2) we replace alO by a&= iOatO, then we get 
ai; = iaa,t, for all g E G,. 
Proof Indeed by definition a:; = ig-lainiga = ig-liaal,,igrr = i,ig-LalOign = 
i,a,op. 
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(4.6) Let K, E Xa\{2A,, 2B,, 5E,} (notations from (3.13.3)) and let 
x E K,. Let t,, tZ, . . . . tk E Inv(G,,) be representatives of all classes of 
involutions in G,,. Then: 
(1) Suppose that xu,, = xu,, or xa,, = xi,a,,, for all i, j, 1 < i, j< k. 
Then (G, Y)a < G,*,ycr,, for all y E K, and for all t E Inv(G,.). In particular 
zf y E K, and t, t’ E Inv(G, Y) then ya, = ya,, or ya, = yi,a,, and if t’ -GO,7 t, 
then ya, = ycr,, .
(2) Suppose that xa,, = xa,,, for all i, j, 1 < i, j< k. Then yu, = yu,, for 
all y E K, and t, t’ E Inv(G, Y). 
Proof For (1) note that our hypotheses imply that G,*.,,,,, = G,*.,,,,,, for 
all i, j, 1 < i, j < k. Now, since (Ga,,,,x)a d Gz*,,,,,, for i = 1, . . . . k, and since, 
as is readily verified, G,, = (G, ,,,, x 1 i = 1, . . . . k > , we get (G,,,)a < G,*.,,, 
for all i= 1 , . . . . k. Now (4.4.4) implies that for t E Inv(G,,), xa, =~a,~ fo; 
some 1 < i< k, and hence (G&a < Gz*,,,,. Choose ye K,. Then y = xg, 
for some ge G,. Let tgEInv(G,,) with t ~1nv(G,,). Then (G,,)a = 
((G,,)c~)~” < (Gze,,,,)g” = Gz*,,,,,,,. = Gz*,XgOL,g = Gz.,YOL,g. This proves the 
first part of (1). The second part of (1) follows from (4.4.4). 
To prove (2), we first show that xa, = xat., for all t, t’ E Inv(G,,). Indeed 
by(l),xa,=xa,,forsome ldidkandxcc,,=xa~,forsome l<j<k,Next, 
let ~EK, and let gE G,, with xg = y. Clearly tf, t2g, .. . . tkg are 
representatives of all classes of involutions in G,,,. Furthermore, by (4.4.3), 
ya,; = xga,f = (XIX,,) ga for all 1 d i < k. It follows that ya,; = yasg for 1 < i, 
j d k. Thus, as above we get that ya, = ya,, for all t, t’ E Inv(G, ?). 
(4.7) (1) Let t, t’ E 2A,, with tt’E 2B,. Then there exists an involution 
XE 3A, n G,,,, (see Fig. 19(a)). 
(2) Let t EVA, and t’E2B, with tt’E2BB,. Then there exists an 
involution x E 3A, n G,,, (see Fig. (19(b)). 
(3) Let t, t’E2B, with tt’E2B,. Then there exists an involution 
x E 3A, n G,,, (see Fig. 19(c)). 
(4) Let t, t’E 2A, with tt’E2AB,. Then there exists an involution 
x~4B, n G,,.. (see Fig. 19(d)) and an involution y EVA, n G,,. (see 
Fig. 19(e)) such that t, t’ E 2A, (and tt’ = (a~)‘). 
Proof: First note that by (3.7) and (3.8), it is enough to find some t, t’ 
satisfying the assertion of the lemma. Hence (1 ), (2), and (3) follow easily 
from (3.11.6). The first part of (4) is a consequence of (3.11.5) and the 
second part of (4) is a consequence of (3.14.5). 
(4.8) Let bE2A, b*E2A*, and /?:Gb+G&. Let 6!#= {fiUlvEInv(G,)} 
be a family of isomorphisms, /I”: G, + G,*, as defined in (4.2), taking b in 
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place of a and /I in place of a in Definition (4.2). Let y E 4A,. Then for ail 
t, t’ E Inv(G,,,), yfi, = yfi,, or y/?, = yi,/?,, and if t NGh,y t’ then yfi, = yfl,,. 
Proof: Note that (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6) hold for g, taking b in place of 
a there. Let now dE 2A,n 2A,. As 2A, n 2A, is a class of involutions in 
Gb,y (see (3.11.3.2)), and as Gb,y z 2’+6 : 5, Gb,d,y contains a representative 
from every class of involutions in Gb,y. Thus using (4.6.1) to prove (4.8) it 
suffices to show that for every involution u E Inv(G,,, ,,), y/I, = yBd or 
yb,= yibfid. But this follows from (4.3). 
(4.9) We may (and d ) o arrange for the maps {a, I t E Inv(G,)) to satisfy 
the followirzg properties: For XE~A, v4B, and for t, t’e Inv(G,,), 
xa,=xa,.. 
ProoJ We first show that it is possible to arrange for the maps 
{a, 1 t E Inv(G,)} to satisfy xa, = xa,,, for all x E 3A, and t, t’ E Inv(G, ,). 
Indeed, by (4.6), it suflices to show that we may arrange for the maps 
{a,/ t E Inv(G,)}, to satisfy xa, = xa,,, 1 <i, j< 3, for some XE~A, and 
some representatives tl , t2, t3 E Inv( G,,) of all classes of involutions in 
G . Choose now t, = t, t2 = t’, and t3 = tt’ as in (4.7.2). Let x E 3A, n G, li. 
B;i3.11.6), t,, t2, and t, are representatives of the three conjugacy classes 
of involutions in G,, N S,. By (4.3), xa,, = xa,, or xa$ = x&a,,, for all 1 d i, 
j< 3. Thus by (4.5), we may redefine {a,1 t l 1nv(G,)}, if necessary, to get 
xa,! = xa,, for all 1 < i, j d 3. Thus: 
(1) We may (and do) arrange for the maps (a,1 t E Inv(G,)} to 
satisfy xa, = xa,, for all x E 3A, and t, t’ E Inv(G,,). 
We note that (3.11.1.2) implies that 2AB, n G,, = 0, for all XE 3A,. 
Thus we may alter a, for t E 2AB, without changing the validity of (1). 
Note further that we should not alter a, for t E 2A, u 2B, u 2BB,, else (1) 
may not hold. We choose now y E 4B, and we set b = (ay)*. We first wish 
to show that for t E (2A, u 2B, u 2BB,) n G, y, ya, = ya,. 
Assume first that b# t EVA,. Then by (3.11.5), tbe2AB, and by (4.7.4) 
(taking b in place of t and t in place of t’ there), there exists an involution 
c E 4A, n Gt,b such that t, bE2A,n 2A,. By (3.11.3.2), t and b are 
conjugate involutions in G,,. By (4.8) we get that ca,=cab. Further by 
(4.3) we deduce now that a,lG,~b=ablG,b. 
Assume next that t EBB,. Then by’(3.11.5), tbcZBB, and, by (4.7.2), 
there exists c E 3A, n Gt,b. By (l), ca, = cab and again by (4.3), we get 
yat = Yab. 
Assume next that t E2BB,. Then again using (3.11.5), (4.7), (4.3) we 
obtain ya, = ya,. 
It is clear now that by (4.6), to conclude the proof of (4.9), it suffices to 
show that we may (and do) arrange for the maps {a, I t E 2AB,} to satisfy 
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ya, = ya, for all t E 2AB, n G,,,. Choose now t E 2AB, n G,,. Then by 
(3.11.5), tbE2A, and by (4.3) and (4.5) we may redefine {a,[ ?E~AB,} so 
that ya, = ya,. Note now that by (3.11.5), 2AB, n G,,, is a class of 
involutions in G, y. Furthermore (G,,y)a=(G,,b,y)a~G~.,y,,=G,**,yr,. 
Thus by (4.4.4), ya,, = ya, = ya, for all t, E 2AB, n G, y. This completes the 
proof of (4.9). 
(4.10) For every x EVA and any two involutions t, t’E G,,, we have 
xa, = xa,,. 
Proof: If x E 2A, u 2B,, this follows from (4.4.2). If x E 3A, u 4B, this is 
(4.9). Let XE 6A, and let b = (ax)3. Then bx E 3A,. Now ba, = ba,, and 
(bx) a, = (bx) a,, and hence xa, = (bbx) a, = (ba,)(bx) a, = (ba,,)(bx) a,, = 
xa,, . 
Assume now that x E 4A,. By (3.11.3.2), 2A, n 2A, is a class of involu- 
tions in G,,. Choose dE2A,n2AX. As G,,,~2l+~ : 5, G,,, contains a 
representative from every class of involutions in G,,. Thus by (4.6.2), it 
suffices to show that for every involutions t E G,,,, xa, = xad. By (4.3) and 
by the above, it suffices to show that 
there exists y E (G,,d n 2A)\G,,d such that y # 4A, u 5A, u 5E,. (*) 
Note that if t E 2AB,, then by (3.7) and (3.8), either td E 2A, in which case 
fade 2A, or tdE 2B, in which case there exists y E {x, dx} such that yr E 2A. 
Thus (ad)y = tad E 2A, so by (3.7) and (3.8), tdE 2A, a contradiction. Thus 
td, tadE 2A. Now (*) follows from (4.7) taking, in the notation of (4.7), t 
in place of b and t’ or tt’ in place of t. 
Assume next that XE~A,. Let t, ?‘E Inv(G,,) with [t, t’] = 1. By 
(3.14.2), t, t’, tt’ E 2B, n 2B,. Note that by (4.7.3), there exists 
yE3A,nG,,.. Thus as ya,= ya,,, (4.3) implies that xa,=xa,,. Since 
Go,, = (G,,,,, Ga,t:xL we get that (G,,)a < G,*,,,,,. This together with 
(4.4.4) implies that xa,, = xa,, for any t,, t2 E Inv(G,,). 
Finally assume that XE 5E,. Let t E 2A n G,, and t’ E 2B n G,, with 
tt’o2B (see (3.16)). We have that G,,,, N 2’~ 24.A,. For every involution 
ye 2A n O,(G,,,.), layi is a power of 2 and so the first two paragraphs of 
the proof imply that ya, = ya,.. As G,,,. acts irreducibly on O,(G,,,,)/(t, t’), 
we get that a,a,:’ is the identity on O,(G,,,.) and hence a,a,T1 centralizes 
G ,. In particular, xa, =xa,.. By (4.6.2), xa, =~a,, for all x~5A, and all 
t, >’ E Inv(G,,). The proof of (4.10) is complete. 
In view of (4.10) we can make the following definition: 
(4.11) DEFINITION. We define the map 0: r+ r* as follows: For x E r, 
x0 = xa,, where t is any involution of G,.,. 
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We note that: 
(4.12) 8 is well defined (i.e., independent of t) and is G,-equivariant. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (4.10). 
(4.13) Let 1 c L be a line and set 1= {x, y, xy }. Assume there exists 
t E InW,,, y ). Then (x0, ye, (xy)8} is a line in r*. 
Proof: By the definition of 8, (x0, ~6, (xy)0} = {xa,, yar, (xy) a,} so 
(4.13) follows. 
(4.14) Let x E r and let y E 2A,. Then we have: 
(1) Assume that x E 2A, v 2B, v 4A, v 4B, v 5A,, then 
(x0, ye, (xy)e) is a line in r*. 
(2) Assume that x E 3A, v 6A, andfix b E 2A, n 2A,. Then we have 
(i) Zf y E 2Ab v 2B, v 3A, v 4Bb v 6A,, then (x0, ye, (xy)O} is a 
line in r*. 
(ii) Zf y~4A~, then (x0, ye, (xy)B} is a clique in r*. 
(3) Assume that x E 5E,, then ytI E 2A$. 
Proof: Case (1) follows immediately from (4.13) as by (3.15.3.1), Go,x,y 
contains an involution for all x E 2A, v 2B, u 4A, v 4B, v 5A,. 
Case (2.i) follows immediately from (4.13) as by (3.15.3.2.i), if x and y 
are as in (2.i), G,,, y contains an involution. 
To prove (2.ii), we use (3.15.3.1) to find an involution tc Gy,b,a. We thus 
have Fig. 20. 
Note now that t, x E Inv(G,,,). Note further that by (4.3), and (4.7) and 
(4.10), ablGb., = allob.,. 
It is easy to verify that we can find an isomorphism bl;: G, -+ G& such 
b 
a 
FIGURE 20 
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that there exists a family ?# of isomorphisms as in (4.8) (taking /l= ab 
there), with IX, = /I, E W and fi, E 9J. Thus by (4.8), ya, = y/3, or ya, = yibBX. 
Since by (3.14.5), both y, yi,E2A,, and since ya, = ye, xab =x0, we see 
that x0 E 2A,*,. Furthermore repeating the same procedure with xy in place 
of y we get that x0 E 2Ar,,,, and (xy)6’= (xy) /?, or (xy)B = (xy) ibbx. But 
(xy) i,E2AY, thus in any case (xy)0~2Ay*e. 
Finally to prove (3) note that for t E { y, xy}, if t #5E,, then, inter- 
changing the role of t and x, we get by (1) and (2) that (x0, ye, (xy)e} is 
a clique in r* and we are done. Hence we may assume that y; xyeSE,. 
Hence by (2.9) (a, x, y) =L,(ll). Let OE (a, x, y) such that 101 = 11 
and ~x]ENJo). Let t E G, be the unique involution in G, (see (3.20)). 
Since ~uxENJw), ~xEG,. Thus tEG,, so by (3.18), tEG,,,. Since 
(a, x, y) = (a, x, o) we see that tEG,,,,. By (4.13), yeE2A$ and we are 
done. 
(4.15) THEOREM. 8 is an isomorphism of graphs. 
Proof: We first show that for XE r, we have (G,,,)a = Gz*,,e. Indeed 
by (4.12) (G,,b < G,,,. Further, laxI= lu*(xe)l. Also by Lagrange’s 
theorem 2l +6 : 5 and h, x S6 are not involved in each other and U,(5) and 
5c41 :2* are not involved in each other. Hence, (G,,)a = Gz*,,O. 
Assume next that x0 = ye= x* for x, ye r, x # y. Let t* E Inv(G,*.,,,). 
Set t=t*a-‘. Then tEG,,nG,, and hence xe=xa, and ye=ya,. It 
follows that xa, = ya,. Since a, is an isomorphism, this is a contradiction. 
Since G and G* act edge transitively on r, r*, respectively, and since 
the pointwise stabilizer of an edge is isomorphic to 2* x A,, both in G and 
G*, we see that the number of edges in r and r* is the same. Thus 8 is 
an isomorphism iff for x, YIZ r such that ye 2A,, yBE 2Az0. But this 
follows from (4.14). 
5. PROOF THAT G=Aut(T) 
We start with: 
(5.1) Let XE~B,. Then there exists a line 1 through x of type 
WL %7,%). 
Proof: Clearly it suflices to show 
There exists some line of type (2B,, 2A,, 2A,). (*) 
We use the notation of (3.11.2). Let bE2A, and let c EY;~,~),~~. Evidently, 
{c, b, bc} is a line of type (2B,, 2A,, 2A,). 
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(5.2) Let XE 4B,. Then there exists a line 1 through x of type 
(4Bm 3Am 3AJ. 
Proof. Clearly it s&ices to show that 
There exists b E 2A and a line of type (4B,, 3A,, 3Ab). (*) 
Indeed, let c E 2A,, so that CL,, N A,. Identify CL,= with A, acting on 52 = 
{ 1, 2, . . . . S}. Choose b, x, y E Gb,, with b-(12)(56), x+-+(13)(24), and 
y (--) (24)(56). Using (3.7), it is easily verified that the line 1= (x, y, xy) is 
of type (4Bb, 3Bb, 3A,). 
(5.3) Let XE 5A,. Then there exist a line 1 through x of type 
(4B,, 5&n 6A,). 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that 
There exists b E 2A and a line of type (4Bb, 5A,, 6A,). (*I 
Indeed, let CE~A,, so that CL,, N A,. Identify Gb,, with A, acting on 
a = { 1, 2, . ..) 8}. Choose b, x, YE Gb,. with b ++ (12)(34), xc* (23)(67), and 
y +-+ (23)(45). Using (3.7) it is easily verified that the line I= (x, y, xy) is 
of type (4B,, 5A,, 6Ab). 
(5.4) There exists a line of type (4B,, 5E,, 6A,). 
ProoJ Clearly it suffices to show that 
There exists b E 2A and a line of type (4B,, 5E,, 6A,). (*) 
Let K<G, with KzM1, (see (3.3.1)). Let S<K with S=Ss. Choose 
6, x, y E S with btt (12)(34), x0 (23), and yc, (23)(45). Using (3.3.1) 
and (2.3.8), it is easily verified that the line I= (x, y, xy) is of type 
(4Bb, 5&, 6A,). 
(5.5) Let XE 4A,. Then there exists a line 1 through x of type (4A,, 4B,, 
4B,). 
Proof Clearly it suffices to show that 
There exists b E 2A and a line of type (4A,, 4B,, 4B,). (*) 
Indeed, let CE 2A,, so that Gb,, N A,. Identify Gh,, with A, acting on Q = 
{ 1, 2, . . . . S}. Choose b,x, y~Gh, with b f-i (23)(67), xc* a( 12)(34)(56)(78), 
and y-a(14)(23)(56)(78). Using (3.7), it is easily verified that the line 
I= (x, y, xy) is of type (4A,, 4B,, 4B,). 
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(5.6) LetxErandletTEAut(T)such thatyz=yforallyE2A,v3AX. 
Then T= 1. 
Proof: By (3.14.4), if t fixes two vertices of a line, z fixes all three 
vertices of the line. Now, if XE 2B,, then, since by (5.1) there exists a line 
of type (2A,, 2A,, 2B,) through x, xr = x. If x E 6A,, then b = (ax)3 E 2A, 
and bx E 3A,. Thus, as bz = b and (bx)z = bx, xz =x. If x E 4B,, then since 
by (5.2) there exists a line of type (4B,, 3A,, 3A,) through x, xr = x. If 
XE~A,, then, since by (5.3) there exists a line of type (4B,, 5A,, 6A,) 
through x, xr = x. If XE~E,, then since by (5.4) there exists a line of type 
(4B,, 5E,, 6A,) through x, xz = x. Finally, (5.5) implies that xz = x for all 
x E 4A,. The proof of (5.6) is complete. 
(5.7) Let a E r and let z E Aut(T) fix a. Then (3A,)r = 3A,. 
ProoJ: Let XE 3A,. We note that a’ n x’ = 2A, n 2A, and that by 
(3.11.6) Ix1 nail = (S,1/12 x SJ =21. It is easily verified that 3A, is 
characterized by this and (5.7) follows. 
(5.8) Let XE 3A,. Then (a’ n xl)’ = {a, x, x”}. 
Proof: Note that (a’ nx’)=2A,n2AX and by (3.11.6) 2A,n2A, 
is a class of involutions in G,, 2: S,. Thus if yg (a” nx’)l then 
ye C&G,,) n 2A. Thus, we need to show that C&G,,) n 2A = {a, x, x”}. 
We note first that as Z(G,,) = 1, y 4 G,,. Thus we may assume without 
loss that y $ G,. We note that G,, < G,,, and hence G,, = G,, and 
y~3A,. Hence there exists ge G, such that xg = y. As G,,= G,,y, 
gEN,,(G,,). Assume that g# (a) x G,,. Note that G,,, N S, and hence 
Aut(G, ,) = G, xv hence we may assume that g E CGO(G,,,) - (a). We get a 
contradiction via (2.3.2), (2.3.4), or (2.3.5). 
(5.9) There exists a unique automorphism T E Aut(T) such that XT = x for 
all x E 2A, and r does not fix any vertex of 3A,. 
Proof. First we note that i, satisfies the required properties. Let ri, z2 
be two automorphisms of r satisfying the hypothesis of (5.9). By (5.8), we 
must have XT~ = xa, for all x E 3A,, i= 1,2. Thus 2,~;~ satisfies the 
hypotheses of (5.6), and (5.9) follows. 
Before we prove our main theorem we need the following easy result: 
(5.10) Out(G,) N Z,. 
Proof Let z~Out(G,). As Out(G,/(a)) = 1, we may assume that 
[G,, T] d (a). The three subgroup lemma implies that [Gb, T] = 1. Thus 
T=T,, where T, is as in (4.1.2). 
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(5.11) THEOREM. G = [Am(T), Am(T)] and hence G N G*. 
Proof Set % = Am(T). Since we will have to distinguish here between 
the role of x E 2A as an involution of G < 3 and as a vertex x E r, we will 
denote the vertex x by .Z. We denote here by 4, the stabilizer in Y of 2 and 
$ = C,(x), as usual. 
Let XE 2A. We note that by (5.9), x is the unique involution in 9 
satisfying (E)” = F, for every KE P, and (2)” # E, for all c E 3A,. It follows 
that 4 = gX. This implies that 2A is a class of involutions in Y and hence 
G 4 Y. Thus G, u $. 
We will show that I%X :G,I 62. Assume that IYX : G,1>2. Then by 
(5.10), there exists an element r E 9x - ,GX ce_ntralizing_G,. Let b E I’. Since 
b E G,, we have r E $, = %, and thus bz = b, for all b E I’. Now, if r does 
not fix any vertex in 3A, := (9 1 y E 3A,} (see (5.7)), then, by (5.9), z =x, 
a contradiction. Otherwise, since G, is transitive on 3A, and since G,X 
centralizes z, we get that t fixes all members of 3A,. By (5.6), t = 1, 
a contradiction. 
Thus 1%x : G,( <2 and hence 19 : Cl ~2. It follows that G= [%, Y]. The 
second assertion of the theorem follows as r= r*. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
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